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ABSTRÁ,CT

In the present investigation, pressure-drop and phase-distribution data

were generated for air-water flows in reduced horizontal tee junctions. The

main tube of the junction was maintained at 38.1-mm I.D. while the branch

tube was 19-mm I.D. and 7.85-mm I.D. yielding branch-to-inlet diameter

ratios, D*/Dr, of 0.5 and 0.206. The test conditions encompassed the following

range: test-section pressure of 150 kPa, ambient inlet temperature, inlet

superñcial gas velocities, J6r, ranging frorn 2.7 to 40 m/s, inlet superfrcial

Iiquid velocities, J",, of 0.0021 to 0.181 m/s for Dr/Dr=O.5 and 0.0021 to 0.0399

m/s for DrlDr=6.266, and extraction rates ranging from 0.025 to 0.9. These

inlet conditions led to flow regimes including stratified, stratified-wavy, wavy,

semiannular and annular for both test sections plus slug flow for DrlDt=¡.5 ¿¿

the tee-junction inlet.

It was found that the phases did not distribute themselves evenly

through the tee junction. For Dr r=0.5 most of the data, except the annular-

flow data, showed a preference for the gas phase to exit through the branch.

The annular-flow data showed large variations in the distribution ofthe phases

depending on J¡r. For DrlDr=9.266 and low extraction rates, the gas phase

preferentially exited through the branch. However, increases in the extraction

rate showed an increased tendency and occasionally a preference for the liquid

phase to exit through the branch. Comparisons between the present phase-



distribution data and those from other sources obtained under similar

operating conditions generally showed good agreement. It was also found that

at a frxed J6, (except when Jor=2.J m/s), the tendency of the gas phase to

preferentially exit through the branch increases as J' increases. For J.r-2.7

m./s, the opposite trend was observed.

The present data were compared with those of Buell [24] corresponding

to similar operating conditions and D'rDr=l.O in order to observe the effects of

diameter ratio. It was generally found that by decreasing Dr/D t from 1.0 to 0.5

the quality in the branch increased. However, decreasing D.lDr further from

0.5 to 0.206 showed little effect on the phase-distribution results when the

extraction rate was low. When larger extraction rates could be obtained, it

was observed that the phase-distribution data of Dr/Dr=Q.2Q6 began to

approach those of Do4Dr=1.0.

The present phase-distribution data were compared against phase-

distribution models available in the literature. The model by Azzopardí l22l

gave the best predictions for annular flow for both test sections. Hart et al.

[23] reported a model for liquid holdups less than 0.06. This model also gave

good predictions for the stratified, wavy and annular flow regimes. The only

model to predict slug-flow data was the Hwang et al. [14] model. However, it

tended to underpredict the data.

The inlet-to-run and inlet-to-branch pressure drops, ÂP, and ÂP*

respectively, were found to depend greatly on the inlet flow conditions and



extraction rates. Again, the data of Buell l24l lor D/Dt=t 0 were compared

against those of the present investigation to observe the effects of diameter

ratio on the pressure drops. It was found that Dr/D, has little effect on ÂPt,

but a very signiñcant effect on ÂPrr. The inlet-to-branch pressure drop greatly

increases as Dr/D, decreases from 1.0 to 0.206.

The pressure drops were compared against predictions ofvarious models

given in the literature. It was found that the separated flow model gave the

best overall predictions for ÀP, and ÁPr. for both test sections. For slug flow,

however, the model by Ballyk et al. [13] gave the best ÂP, predictions lt was

also obse¡ved that the homogeneous flow model, the model by Hwang and

Lahey t30l and a variation of the model by Reimann and Seeger l27l gave

slightly better results in the annular flow regime for ÂP$ than those obtained

using the separated flow model.

vl
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NOMENCI,ATURE

A Area, m2

a Distance between the dividing streamline and the pipe wall, m

Co Void concentration parameter, defrned by equation (2.67)

Cz Contraction coefficient for the tee-junction run, defrned by equation
(2.42)

Cs Contraction coeffrcient for the tee-junction branch, defined by
equation (2.42)

D Diameter, m

E1 Entrainment fraction in the tee-junction inlet

Fuo Fraction of gas exiting through the branch

F"" Fraction of liquid exiting through the branch

fc The net centripetal force per unit mass, given by equation (2.10),
mls2

Fs Fraction of liquid that flows into the branch from the liquid collar,
given by equation (2.19)

Fr"o Fraction ofthe liquid film in the tee-junction inlet extracted from
the same segment where the gas is being removed

Fr Froude number, deñned by equation (2.24)

g Acceleration due to gravity = 9.81 m/s2

G Mass flux, kglm2s

J Superfrcial velocity, m/s

k Damping coefficient, given by equation (2.13)
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K"r, Single-phase momentum correction factor for the run, defined by
equation (2.34)

K' Single-phase loss coefficient for the run, defined by equation (2.37)

(K*rr)s Homogeneous-flow momentum correction factor for the run, defrned
by equation (2.45)

(K*r2)s Separated-flow momentum correction factor for the run, deñned by
equation (2.43)

Kr. Single-phase loss coeffrcient for the branch, defined by equation
(2.37)

m EmpiricaÌ parameter, used in equations (2.6) and Q.7)

P Pressure, Pa

P. Pressure at tap 1 (reference pressure), Pa

Pl ExtrapoÌated pressure at the tee-junction inlet, Pa

Pp Extrapolated pressure at the tee-junction run, Pa

P3 Extrapolated pressure at the tee-junction branch, Pa

LP 
"r., 

Pressure drop between the throat of a vena contracta in the run
and a location downstream in the run, given by equation (2.40),Pa

ÂP"r., Pressure drop between the throat ofa vena contracta in the branch
and a location downstream in the branch, given by equation (2.40),
pa

ÀP* Pressure drop from the tee-junction inlet to the run, defrned by
equation (3.12), Pa

ÁP* Pressure drop from the tee-junction inlet to the branch, defrned by
equation (3.12), Pa

ÁP.", Reversible pressure drop
throat of a vena contracta

ÂPr-", Reversible pressure drop
throat of a vena contracta

between the tee-junction inlet and the
in the tee-junction run, Pa

between the tee-junction inlet and the
in the tee-junction branch, Pa

xxl11



A Volume flow rate , mS/s

R Radius of curvature, m

Re", Inlet liquid frlm Reynolds number, calculated using equation (2.27)

Re.", Superfrcial liquid Reynolds number in the tee-junction inlet, defined
by equation (2.21)

S Slip ratio

t time, s

V Velocity, m/s

Vo, Mean axial velocity of the liquid film in the tee-junction inlet, m/s

V., Mean axial velocity of the gas phase in the tee-junction inlet, m/s

V", Mean axial velocity of the liquid phase in the tee-junction inlet, m,/s

Vo"" Relative velocity, deñned by equation (2.60), m/s

W Mass flow rate, kg/s

x QraIity, Va

y Correction factor in equation (2.64)

Greek

cr Void fraction

T density ratio, used in equation (2.56)

ô Film thickness, m

€rr Liquid holdup in the tee-junction inlet

n Extraction rate WrÆV,

0 Characteristic angle, used in the model of Azzopardi and Whalley
Í71

xxlv



K Ratio of kinetic energies of the gas and liquid in the tee-junction
inlet, defined by equation (2.28)

p Dynamic viscosity, kglms

( Inlet wetted wali fraction, given by equation (2.25)

p Density, þ/m3

ps Energy-weighted density defined, by equation (2.51),lrg/nf

ps Homogeneous density defined, by equation (2.46), kelms

pu Momentum-weighted density, defined by equation (2.44), kg/ms

p*, Equivalent inlet density, defined by equation (2.73), kg/ms

o Surface tension, N/m

Q Two-phase loss multiplier

O* Two-phase loss multiplier, given by equation (2.74)

Subscripts

C Throat ofvena contracta

G Gas phase

H Homogeneous flow

IRR Irreversible

L Liquid phase

REV Reversible

S Separated flow

1 Inlet side of the tee junction

2 Run side ofthe tee junction

3 Branch side ofthe tee junction



Chapter 1

INTTRODUCTION

As two-phase flow mixtures pass through dividing junctions, a

maldistribution of the phases may occur where the quality in both legs

downstream of the junction are not equal to the quality of the upstream flow.

In fact, certain inlet conditions can lead to either single-phase gas (or vapor)

or single-phase líquid flowing through the branch side of the junction. This

behaviour is contrary to the common assumption that the phases split evenly

through the junction. It is, therefore, necessary to understand this phase

separation phenomena and the corresponding pressure distribution for the

sake of design considerations in the power and process industries. Systems

where two-phase flow is common include: conventional steam power plants,

evaporators and condensers of refrigeration systems, boilíng-water and

pressurized-water nuclear reactors, as well as a wide variety of chemical and

petroleum applications.

Figure 1.1 shows the parameters for two-phase flow in a horizontal tee

junction relevant to this investigation. These include the inlet, run and branch

mass flow rates (Wr, Wr, and Wr, respectively) the inlet, run and branch

qualities (xr, xr, and xr, respectively) and the inlet, run and branch average

pressures (Pr, Pr, and Pr, respectively). The relevant geometric paramete¡s are

the inlet, run and branch tube diameters (Dr, D, and D., respectively).
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Figure 1.1 Relevant parameters for two-phase flow through
a horizonùal tee junction
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Figure 1.2 shows the methods used for presenting the phase distribution

data. In part (a) of this frgure, the ordinate is the fraction ofinlet gas flowing

in the branch, F"", and the abscissa is the fraction ofinlet liquid flowing in the

branch, F"". Line AII represents the limiting case where single-phase gas is

diverted into the branch (x.=1) and all ofthe liquid and some ofthe gas flows

through the run. At pointB, the tee junction acts as a perfect phase separator

where single-phase gas flows into the branch and single-phase liquid continues

down the run. Line BC again represents a limiting case where single-phase

liquid flows through the run (xr=g¡ utrd ali of the gas and some of the liquid

is diverted into the branch. From a mass balance on the gas phase, the

following equation can be obtained for this line: x./xr=W,/![u. The curve ABC,

known as the total phase separation curve, is an upper boundary above which

no data can physically exist. The line CD is known as the even-phase-

distribution line where the quality in the branch is equal to that in the inlet

(xr/xt=1).

Figu¡e 1.2(b) represents another method of presenting the phase-

distribution data. In this figure the ordinate is the ratio of branch quality to

inlet quality, xrlx, and the abscissa is the extraction rate, WrÆVr. Points A,

B, C and D correspond to those of frgure 1.2(a).

Figure 1.3 shows an example ofthe pressure distribution of two-phase

flow through a tee junction. The ordinate is the static pressure of the two-

phase mixture relative to a reference pressure, {, and the abscissa is the
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Figure 1.3 An example of the pressure distribution during two-phase
flow through a tee junction (present data)
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dist¿nce from the centre of the tee junction. In this figure, the flow through

the inlet is fully developed and the pressure gradient is due only to frictional

losses. The portion of the flow which continues to travel down the run afte¡

passing through the tee junction undergoes a reversible pressure rise, due to

the deceleration of the flow, and an irreversible pressure drop. Usually, the

reversible pressure rise is greater than the irreversible pressure drop and the

net result is a pressure rise from the inlet to the run. Fo¡ the portion of the

flow that exits through the branch the irreversible pressure drop is greater

than the reversible pressure rise and thus there is a net pressure drop through

the branch. At some distance downstream ofthe tee junction, the flows in the

run and branch become fully developed and a pressure gradient due to

frictional losses will become apparent. The pressure drops ÁP, and ÂPr., as

shown in ñgure 1.3, are found by extrapolating the fully deveioped pressure

gradients to the tee-junction centre.

A review ofthe literature (Chapter 2) concerning two-phase flow through

tee junctions reveals that a general and effective model for predicting the

distribution of the phases and the pressure drop has yet to be formulated.

Although a number of such correlations have been derived, they have been

proven to be relatively accurate for small portions ofthe available data and are

usually limited to a specific flow regime. In order to support further the

development of the predictive models, a wide range of experimental data is

necessary to aid resea¡chers in accurately addressing the importance of
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essential parameters such as the inlet quality, inlet mass flux, system

pressure, inlet flow regime, extraction rate and branch orientation and size.

The amount of phase-distribution and pressure-drop data is limited, especially

for reduced tee junctions. Therefore, the purpose of the present investigation

is to add to the available range of experimental data for two-phase flows

through horizontal tee junctions.

The following is a list of objectives for the present investigation:

1. To obtain phase-distribution and pressure-drop data for air-water flows

through horizontal tee junctions at about 1.5 atmospheres, ambient

temperature, extraction rates of 0.1 to 0.9, and a range ofinlet flow conditions

giving rise to the flow regimes of stratifred, wavy, slug and annular using

branch-to-inlet diameter ratios of about 0.5 and 0.2.

2. To compare the generated data with those previously taken from the

same laboratory with similar operating conditions and branch-to-inlet dìameter

ratio of 1.0 and to investigate the effects of diameter ratio on the phase

distribution and pressure drop through tee junctions.

3. To compare some ofthe existing phase-distribution and pressure-drop

models against the generated data and observe their predictive capabilities for

the present test conditions.

4. To compare some of the generated phase-distribution data against

already published data by other authors.



Chapter 2

LITERATIIRE REVIEW

A review of the literature concerning the flow of two-phase mixtures

through tee junctions reveals that a signifrcant amount ofrecent research has

been devoted to this problem. Observations have shown that the degree of

phase separation and pressure drop through tee junctions are intricately

dependent upon numerous factors and flow phenomena. In order to isolate and

categonze such effects a summary of the available literature, including

pressure-drop and phase-distribution models, for regular (equal-sided) and

reduced tee junctions (DslDr<l) is given in the following sections.

2.1 Phase Distribution

Tsuyama and Taga [1] obtained phase-distribution and pressure-drop

data for air-water flow through a horizontal equai-sided (23.4-mm LD.) tee

junction. For phase distribution, only visual obsewations in the inlet, run and

branch were presented. These data were divided into three categories: air-

water mixture in the inlet, run and branch; single-phase water in the branch;

and single-phase water in the run. However, it was not speciñed which

operating conditions led to these three categories. Pressure-drop was

measured in the inlet, run and branch by connecting a manometer to two static
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holes in each leg of the tee junction. These experiments 'were carried out at

isobaric and isothermal conditions.

Collier [2] presented phase-distribution data for air-water flow through

a horizontal tee junction. Experiments were carried out with a 38.7-mm I.D.

main tube and branch tubes of 25.4-mm I.D. and 12.7-mm I.D. The inlet mass

flux was maintained at 136 kglm2s and the inlet quality ranged from 2.!Vo to

50Vo. A wide range of extraction rates, approximately 0.05 to 0.9, were

investigated. It was found that for almost all of the data, the gas phase

preferentially entered the branch. Also, for inlet quaiities less than 25Vo, as

x, increased, xr/x, increased over the range of examined extraction rates.

However, for inlet qualities greater than 25Vo, xrlx, decreased as x, increased.

This reversal of trend may have been the result of a change in the inlet flow

regime.

Hong [3] presented phase-distribution data for two-phase flow through

an equal-sided (9.5-mm I D.) tee junction in order to examine the effects of

inlet gas and Iiquid superficial velocities, liquid viscosity, inlet flow regime and

branch orientation. The inlet mass flux and quality ranged from 18 to 127

kg/m2s and 25 to 97Vo, respectively. The orientation ofthe inlet and run tubes

remained horizontal while the branch tube varied from vertically upward to

vertically downward. The fluids used in the Hong [3] investigation were air

and either plain or viscous water. Liquid viscosities \ryere 1 cen¿ipoise for the

plain water and 5 and 10 centipoise for water plus hydroxyethyl cellulose. The
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inlet superficial gas velocity included Jo,=9.7,27 .4 and 42.7 n/s, while the inlet

liquid superficial velocity varied between Jrr=0.00235 m,/s and 0.047 m/s.

These inlet conditions yielded wary and annular inlet flow regimes. For the

horizontal branch it was found that the liquid tended preferentially to enter

the branch. Generally, for fixed values of Jrr, an increase in Jo, led to a

decrease in xr/xr; for a frxed J6,, an increase in J' resulted in an increasing

xr/xr. Hong [3] attributed this trend to an increase in the momentum of the

liquid phase as J' increased. The effect of liquid viscosity at a constant J",

and J", was to decrease xrlxr. It was also found that the flow regime had no

obvious effect on the phase-distribution. Finally, Hong [3] found that the

orientation of the branch has a large effect on the phase-distributíon data.

When the branch was vertically upward the phases tended to split evenly

through the tee junction. However, as the orientation of the branch was

vertically downward the liquid phase tended preferentially to enter the branch.

Henry [4] published data for annular, air-water flow through a

horizontal tee junction with a branch-to-inlet diameter ratio of 0.2. The inlet

mass flux ranged from 200 to 850 kg/m2s white inlet quality included values

from 4 to 50Va The reported maximum extraction rate was 0.06. Henry [4]

found that the relationship between the air and water flow rates in the branch

rras a linear one regardless of the inlet flow conditions. Further analysis of

the flow in the branch revealed that branch quality slowly increased with

increasing total branch mass flow rate until a stabilized level was reached.
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This stabilized level occurred at an extraction rate approximately proportional

to the inlet mass flux. The results for low inlet mass fluxes showed that air

preferentially entered the branch, whiie fo¡ the larger inlet mass fluxes, an

even distribution ofthe phases through the teejunction occurred. AIso, Henry

[4] found that as the flow became more homogeneous, the value of xrlx,

approached unity. Through a correlation ofthe data, Henry [4] proposed an

empirical model to solve for the branch quality. The model, however, failed

to account for the large layer of liquid at the bottom of the tube which is

typically present when inlet qualities are low. A comparison of the measured

and predicted branch qualities shows the model predicting 90Vo of the data

withín *20Vo. The model was also compared against the data of Collier [2]. It

was found that the annular data were predicted quite well while the stratified

data were not predicted as successfully.

Whalley and Azzopardi [5] investigated phase distribution for air-water

annular flow through a tee junction where the main tube was vertical and the

branch was horizontal. Data were also taken where the main tube was

oúentated horizontally while the branch was positioned vertically upwards,

horizontal and vertically downwards. The diameter of the main tube was 31.8-

mm LD. and the branch tube was 12.7-mm LD. Thus, the branch-to-iniet

diameter ratio was 0.4. Further experiments by Whalley and Fells [6] inciuded

annular flow in a vertical main tube (31.8-mm I.D.) and horizontal branch

tubes (6.35-mm I.D. and 19-mm I.D.) for branch-to-inlet diameter ratios of 0.2
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and 0.6. Azzopardi and Whalley [7] combined the resuits of these two studies

with those of Azzopardi and Baker [8] for vertical air-water churn flow. The

range of inlet conditions, common among each of these studies was as follows:

inlet mass flux from Gr=80 to Gr=180 kg/m2s; inlet quality ffom x,=357 ¿6

xF\}Va; ext¡action rates from W3/TV'=Q.Q to 0.92; and inlet pressures of 150

anð.250 kPa for horizontal and vertical main tubes, respectively. Azzopardi

and Whalley [7] reasoned that annular flow can be divided into three different

components of momentum flux. The first is the liquid frlm which has a low

momentum flux (low velocity and high density). Next is the gas core where

there also exists a low momentum flux (high velocity but low density). The

third is the entrained droplets which have a high momentum flux (high

velocity and high density). The authors further reasoned that the component

w-ith the greatest momentum flux has the lowest probability of being dive¡ted

into the branch. Therefore, liquid from the film layer preferentially entered

the b¡anch while the entrained droplets continue to flow down the run.

Similar results were found for the churn flow data. Bubbly flow, however,

consists ofa liquid layer near the wall, entrained gas bubbles and a liquid core.

Again, it was the component with the lowest momentum flux, the gas bubbles,

which was easily diverted into the branch.

Azzopardi and Whalley [7] developed a phase-distribution model for the

prediction of annular flow. It was assumed that the liquid which enters the

branch comes from the liquid film travelling along the wall of the main tube
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while the entrained liquid droplets travelling in the gas core continue to flow

down the run. Also, both the gas and the liquid film which are extracted into

the branch come from the same segment of the main tube. This segment is

characterised by the angle 0 in frgure 2.1. For uniform film thickness, the

model becomes

(2.r)

where

.r- t W-
'= '---1 l0 -sino)xt 2rc W, '

o=znwu L

wLr 0-E)
(2.2)

with E, as the mass fraction of the inlet liquid which is entrained as droplets

and W¡, and W¡, as the iiquid mass flow rates in the inlet and branch,

respectively.

Azzopardi and Freeman-Beil t9l extended the data of Azzopardi and

Whalley [7] to include annular flow in a vertical tee junction with branch-to-

inlet diameter ratios equal to 0.8 and 1.0. The ranges of the test conditions

\ ere as follows: air-water flow at 150 kPa, 83 < Gr < 178 kg/m2s, 36 < x, < SLVo

and 0.1 < W3^Vr < 0.53. The combined results of these data and those of

Azzopardi and Whalley [7] (diameter ratios 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6) showed that as

Dr/D, increases the branch quality decreases. Azzopatdi and Freeman-Bell [9]

then proposed a modification to equation (2.2) which takes into account the
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Gas and liquid in ñlm
diverted into branch

Branch tube

Inlet bube

Gas and liquid
continuing into run

Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of the Azzopardi and Whalley [7]
model for annular flow
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diameter ratio. Equation (2.1) remains unchanged while 0 becomes

ô- 2n WB 1

r.z(D{D)o4 wLr lJ-E)
(2.3)

They reported that with this modiñcation their data were predicted within

t307o. Signifrcant deviations in the prediction occurred at high inlet qualities.

Saba and Lahey [10] reported phase-distribution and pressure-drop data

for air-water flow through an equal-sided (38.1-mm I.D.) horizontal tee

junction. The inlet mass flux included values of Gr=1355, 204L and 27lI

kglÍfs. For each inlet mass flux, inlet qualities of 0.1,0.25,0.5 and 1.07o were

tested. Extraction rates of 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 were examined for each set ofinlet

conditions. These conditions led to inlet flow regimes of st¡atifred, wavy and

slug. It was found that over the entire range of data collected, air

preferentially flowed into the branch and that the inlet mass flux had little

effect on the phase distribution. Based on their data, Saba and Lahey [10]

proposed an empirical model to predict phase separation through a tee

junction. The model realized eight parameters which are of interest: the

pressure rise through the run ÀPrr, the pressure drop through the branch ÂP,.,

the inlet, run and branch qualities (xr, x2 and xr, respectively) and lhe inlet,

mn and branch mass flow rates (Wr, W, and Wr, respectively). Tyaically, three

of these parameters (such as x.,, W, and ÁP* or xr, ÀP, and ÂPrr) are specified.

Therefore, five conservation equations compromised the phase separation
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model to solve for the five unknown values. The conservation equations

included the mixture continuity equation, the vapor phase continuity equation,

a mixture linear momentum equation for both the run and branch, and the

vapor-phase linear momentum equation for the branch. Empirical correlations

we¡e also required to close the set of equations. It was found that the model

was accurate only when extraction rates were greater than 0.3.

Seeger et al. [11] presented phase-distribution results for air-water and

steam-water flows through equal-sided (50-mm I.D.) tee junctions. The

orientation of the tee junction for the air-water mixture included vertically

upwards, horizontal and vertically downwards while the test section pressure

was maintained at 0.7 MPa. For the steam-water mixture, however, the tee

junction was orientated in the horizontal position only. The test section

pressure for the steam-water experiments included values between 2.5 and

10.0 MPa. For the air-water experiments the operating conditions included:

inlet mass flux from Gr=500 to 7500 kg/m2s, inlet qualities ranging between 0.2

and 32Va and a wide range of mass extraction rates, 0.0 < W,/VV' < 1.0. As

well, for the steam-water experiments, operating conditions included: inlet

mass flux from 1000 to 2500 kg/m2s, inlet qualities between 3 to 36Va and mass

extraction rates between 0.1 to 0.7. From the inlet flow conditions described

above, slug and annular flow regimes for both mixtures plus dispersed bubble

for the air-water mixture were obtained. For the horizontal branch, Seeger et

al. [11] found that xr/x, reached a maximum at W3ÆVr=0.3 and continually
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decreased as the extraction rate increased. For a fixed J¡r, xr/x, decreased with

increasing J"r. AIso, as the test section pressure increased (and gas density

increased), xr/x, decreased. Therefore, for an increase in the gas momentum

flux there was a decrease in xr/xr.

Seeger et aL [11] suggested that there are three parameters that greatly

influence the degree of phase separation. These are: the gravity in the branch

(branch orientation), the inlet flow pattern and the inertia of each phase.

Numerous experiments were performed in order to examine the particular

effects of each of these parameters on the phase separation. Empirical

correlations were derived for the phase separation for each of the different

branch orientations.

Rubel [12] presented phase-distribution data for low-pressure, steam-

water flows through a horizontal equal-sided (37.6-mm J.D.) tee junction. In

order to achieve the desired inlet flow reg:imes (stratified, wavy, semiannular

and semiannular-wavy), a wide range of inlet conditions were required. These

included: inlet quality ranging from 21.4 to 86.8Va, inlet mass flux G,=16.1 ¿6

50.3 kg/mzs and test-section pressure ranging from tll to 232 kPa. Extraction

rates of 0.15 to 0.8 were also examined. Rubel [12] found that within the

range of examined data the inlet flow regime and the transition regions

between those regimes had more of an effect on xr/x, the than inlet mass flux

did. However, the inlet flow pattern became unimportant during an

examination ofthe effect of inlet liquid superficial velocity. Rubel [12] found
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that as J¡, increased there was a decreasing tendency for the liquid to enter

the branch at a frxed J.r. Also for an increasíng x, at a frxed inlet mass flux,

xrlx, was found to decrease, except at the lowest inlet mass fluxes where this

trend was reversed.

Ballyk et aI. [13] presented phase-distribution and pressure-drop results

for annular steam-water flow in a horizontal tee junction Operating

conditions included inlet mass flux ranging from 400 to 1200 kg/mzs, inlet

qualities of0 to 15Va and mass extraction rates from 0.0 to 1.0. The inlet and

run tubes were 25.65-mm I.D. and the branch tube included diameters of

25.65-mm I.D. and 12.3-mm I.D. It was found that under these conditions the

vapor phase preferentially entered the branch. The degree ofphase separation

was more severe with the smaller branch. For the reduced tee junction the

branch quality was greater than that in the regular tee at the same extraction

rate. AIso, total phase separation occurred at a lower extraction rate for the

reduced tee (Wr/1Vr>0.2) than it did for the regular tee ($ÆVt>0'3)' A strong

interdependence betrtreen the pressure drop and phase separation was also

observed.

Hwang et al. [14] developed phase-distribution and pressure-drop data

for air-water flows through equal-sided (38-mm I.D), horizontal, 45" wye, 90'

tee and 135' wye junctions. The values for the inlet mass flux tested were

Gr=1350, 2050 and 2?00 kg/m2s while inlet qualities included 0.2, 0'3 and

0.4Va. Mass extraction rates ranged from 0.02 to 0.95- It was found that
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complete phase separation occurred for the tee and 45" wye junction for

Wy4V1>0.3 and at a slightly gteater extraction rate, We/W1=0.52 for the 135"

wye junction. The maximum value of xr/xr decreased as the branch angle

decreased f¡om 135" to 45". As the branch orientation angle decreased, the

maximum xrlx, was reached at an increasing extraction rate Hwang et aI. [14]

developed an analybical model for phase separation in branching junctions.

This model assumes that the gas and liquid entering the branch must come

from regions, or "zones ofinfluence" bounded by dividing streamlines, as shown

in frgure 2.2. Based on a balance between the dominant forces acting on each

phase the model traces out the paths of the streamlines. This model is

applicable for any flow regime provided it is known how the phases are

distributed in the inlet and what the inlet flow regime is. For separated flow

(stratified, wavy or annular) the model reduces to a balance of centrifugal

forces

Po,4, Q.4)

where V., and V' are the mean inlet gas and liquid velocities, respectively'

and R" and R" are the radü of curvature of the gas and liquid dividing

streamlines, respectively. These radii were calculated using the following

relation:

RG

Prrfu
=Rt'
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gas
dividing
strearnline

liquid
dividing
strea¡nline

gas "zone of influence"

Iiquid "zone of influence

Figwe 2.2 Dividing strearn-lines for the phase-distribution model
of Hwang et al. [1¿]
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where it is assumed that aulDr is known. The empirical parameter mk

satisfu

(2.5)

must

mk=l at aL=o , \2.6)

and

m-2 at afDt (2.7)

A correlation for mu, developed by Timmerman [15] for DrlDr less than 1'0, is

given by

Rr

D3

I a. D. -13Plt * (m, -l ---1Y I| 'D.D"'l
- L I r r tt=G L

. .- at D,
nk \nL_r) Dr d

/ a.\
ex41o.3e5tl - t

' exP(10.395) - I

(2.8)

Rubel et al. t16l compared their data against the available models of

Seeger et al. [11], Azzopardí and Whalley [7] and Hwang et al' [14]' For

W3/Wr>0.4 and xr2407o, the Seeger et al. [11] model predicted most of the xr/x,

data within +20Vo. For the entire range of x1 and W.Aür>0.3 most of the daüa

were predicted within t40Vo. At low extraction rates (W/Wr<0.3), the data

were not ¡ ell predicted. Agreement with the model by Azzopardi and whalley

[7] was generally poor. However, it was found that the model's predictions
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became better as the inlet flow approached fully-developed annular flow. The

comparison with the Hwang et al. [14] model was made assuming that the

inlet flow regime was wavy for all points. It was shown that this model

correctly predicted the values of x*/x, within *30Vo fot all ofthe data'

Shoham et al. [17] presented air-water two-phase flow data through a

horizontal tee junction. All sides of the tee junction were of equal diameter,

51-mm I.D. The inlet gas superfrcial velocities included Jcr2.5,6'1 and 26

m/s, while the inlet liquid superfrcial velocities ranged from 0.0029 to 0 059

m/s. These conditions yielded flow in the stratified, wavy and annular

regimes. It was found that in the wavy flow regime, for a frxed Jo,, the

preference for gas to enter the branch decreased as J¡, decreased. For the two

lowest J¡, values tested, the liquid preferentially entered the branch ln the

stratified flow regime the gas phase always preferentially entered the branch.

Finally, for annular flows it was found that the liquid tended preferentially to

enter the branch.

Shoham et al. [18] extended the earlier work of Shoham et a] [17] to

include daüa with a reduced branch-to-inlet diameter ratio. The main tube of

the horizontal tee junction was 51-mm I.D. and the branch tube was 25-mm

I.D. Again, air and water were the fluids used. The inlet gas superfrcial

velocity varied between 6.1 and 26 m/s, while the inlet liquid superfrcial

velocity ranged from 0.0029 to 0.059 m/s. These conditions led to the stratifred

and annular flow regimes. In the stratified flow regime, the effect of reducing
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the branch diameter was to increase the preference of the gas to enter the

branch. Again, at a fixed J"r, the preference for the gas to enter the branch

decreased with decreasing J¡r. Only at the lowest J", tested did the liquid tend

preferentially to enter the branch. For the annular flow regime, the results of

reducing the branch diameter were negligible.

Shoham et at. [1?] developed a flow-regime-dependent model for the

prediction of the phase distribution in a horizontal tee junction. The model is

based on a suggested splitting mechanism where the preferential liquid flow

is controlled by competing inertiaì and centripetal forces acting on the liquid

phase at the tee junction. Reasonable agreement ¡ as found between the model

and the experimental data for D3/Dr=1.0 in the stratified, stratiñed-wavy and

annular flow regimes. The original model was modified to account for the

effect of the reduced branch diameter. It was found that the modiflied model

did not predict the stratifred and wavy, reduced-diameter data well. However,

for data in the annular flow regime, no pronounced effect of the reduced

branch diameter on the phase distribution was found. It was recommended by

Shoham et al. [18] to use the original phase separation model for annular flows

with diameter ratios in the range 0.5<D3/D1<1.0. With reference to figure 2 3

for annular flow, Shoham et al. [1?] proposed that the preference ofthe liquid

to enter the branch or to continue down the run depends on the net centripetal

force which acts on the liquid along its curved path BC. The model also

assumes that the path the gas follows to enter the branch is nearly
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Figure 2.3 Inlet flow geometry for annular flow for the model
ofShoham et al. ItZ]
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circular. If BC is a circular arc in the streamline AC, its radius of curvature

is defined by

where a is the distance ofthe streamline AB from the pipe wa1l on the branch

side. The net centripetal force acting on the liquid frlm (per unit mass) is

determined by

JC
P",tr-9o,4, (2.10 )

PuR

where the mean liquid and gas velocities, Vrr and V"r, respectively are defrned

as

D. *a2
R=-;,

w.. w

'r,= #, ì vet = 1Ã;

(2.e)

(2.1t)

The movement of the liquid phase in the radial direction (into the branch or

run) is controlled by the equation

i=Í"-H Q.l2)

where the net centripetal force ft is assumed to be constant, and ki is a

damping fo¡ce assumed to be proportional to the radial velocity i' The

damping coefficient, k, is defined as
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(2.13)

The travel time of the liquid from point B to Cwhere ô is the ñIm thickness.

is obtained from

t

Upon integration of equation

determined as

R sin-t(DrlR)

vu
e.14)

(2.12). the radial movement of the liquid was

(2.t5)t, =r-9[r - 1r r-e-þ)l .eL k' I

Finaliy, the liquid splitting ratio is calculated from

4t = a-Lr '
(2.16)

where the liquid is taken off from a segment of width a" and the gas is taken

off from a segment of r¡'idth height a'

Reimann et al. [19] presented phase-distribution and pressure-drop

results for air-water flow through tee junctions where the branch tubes were

oriented vertically upward, horizontal and vertically downward' The

horizontal main tube was 50-mm I.D. This study extended that of Seeger et

al. t1ll by including a larger range of inlet mass flux and branch-to-inlet

diameter ratios of 1.0, 0.52, 0.2 and 0.08. For the diameter ratio of 1'0 only a

horizontal branch was tested. It was found that for the horizontal branch, xr/xt
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generally increased with decreasing diameter ratio for a given extraction rate.

For the small diameter ratios, Dr/Dr=O.2 and 0'08, Reimann et al' [19] reported

that the maximum mass flow rate in the branch was often "limited by criticaì

flow (choked flow)" which was typically less than the mass flow rate needed to

achieve the maximum value for xr/xr. This led to some difficulty in comparing

these phase-distribution results with the larger diameter ratios.

Azzopardi [20] reported phase-distribution data for annular air-water

flows through an equal-sided (31.8-mm LD.) vertical tee junction. Inlet

conditions were similar to those presented by Azzopardi and Whalley [7] It

was suggested that there are three factors which affect the flow split under the

above-mentioned conditions. These are: the liquid with low momentum flux

which is diverted into the branch; flow reversal and flooding of the liquid at

the tee junction; and the liquid film flowing along the wall of the tube which

stops and is subsequently diverted into the branch. Modifrcations to the

earlier model proposed by Azzopardi and Freeman-Bell [9] adequately

predicted the flow split. However, the model was accurate only in the absence

of the film stop phenomenon.

Azzopardi et al. [21] obtained phase-distribution data for stratified, wavy

and annular flows in a horizonüal tee junction. The main tube was 38-mm I'D.

and branch tubes of 38-mm I.D. and 25-mm I.D. were used. Inlet mass flux

ranged from 42 to 206 kg/m2s, while inlet qualities included values from xr=4

to 89Vo. A wide range of mass extraction rates, 0 < W/Wl < 0.99, were
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examined. Two test-section pressures were used; 150 and 300 kPa, in order

to test the effects ofgas density. It was found that by decreasing the branch

diameter, a smaller fraction of the iiquid was taken off. Increasing the inlet

gas flow rate ât a frxed liquid flow rate and FBc resulted in an increase in Fur.

Also, increasing the inlet liquid flow rate at a frxed inlet gas flow rate led to

an increase in the preference in the gas phase to exit through the branch. The

effect of gas density was noticeable only for annular flows. The data were

compared against the predictions of the models by Hwang et aI. [14], Shoham

et al. [17] and Azzopardi [22]. The best predictions were found using the

model by Azzopatdi 1221.

Azzopardí [22] observed that at low liquid flow rates there is a critical

value for F". where the liquid fiIm at the pipe wall opposite the branch was

brought to a complete halt in the axial direction. Some of this liquid was then

dragged into the branch while some continued down the rrtn. Azzopatdi et al.

[21] attributed this stoppage ofthe liquid frlm to an increase in pressure in the

gas which is due to deceleration as a fraction of it is taken off into the branch.

The following equation gives the critical value for F". where the film stoppage

would occur

(F¡J"¿ = 0'715 - (2.77)

velocities,

by

where Vo, and V", are the liquid frlm and gas mean inlet

respectively. Equation (2.1) remains unchanged, while 0 is given
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(2.18)

where FsEc is the fraction of liquid frlm removed directly from the same

segment where the gas is being removed. The fraction of the liquid frlm that

has experienced frlm stoppage and subsequently flows into the branch was

determined by

ô - 2æF*

(L-E)|.2(DJD)o4

F,=(r-Fr*-E)l 4" rl
\l-2F"o+2Fi*)

(2.L9)

Finally, the fraction of branch liquid, Fuo, is the sum ofF.r" and Fr, i.e.,

Fr,=Frro+F '
(2-20)

This model was compared agâinst the annular-flow data of Hong et al. [3],

Shoham et al. [17] and Azzopardi et al. [21]. The data of Hong [3] was

generally not well predicted. Azzopardí [22] suggested that the predictive

capabilities of the model may noL have been well suited to the small-diameter

pipes (9.5-mm I.D.) used by Hong [3]. The model accurately predicted the

trends ofthe Shoham et al. [17] data. Also, good agreement was found with

the data of Azzopardi et al. [21]. The effects of liquid flow rate and diameter

ratio were well predicted. The model, however, tended to overpredict the data

at flow rates close to the wavy and annular flow regime boundaries. This

overprediction \ryas believed to have originated from the model's assumption of
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uniform film flow rate about the periphery ofthe tube.

Hart et al. [23] developed a phase-distribution model for gasliquid flow

through an equal-sided (51-mm LD.), horizontal tee junction. Experimental

data for air-water flow in the stratified-waly flow regime for Dr/D,=1.0 we¡e

obtained in order to verify the model. Tests were carried out at inlet

superfrcial gas velocities ranging from 7 to 20 m/s and inlet superfrcial liquid

velocities of 0.0001 to 0.0003 m/s. The model was derived by applying a

mechanical energy balance to the gas and liquid phases ofboth the inlet-to-run

and inlet-to-branch streamlines. It is applicable to the stratifred, wavy and

annular flow regimes when the liquid holdup, e"r, is less than 0.06. This

corresponds to an inlet void fraction, cr1, greater than 0.94. The following

suggested steps were used in the procedure to calculate Fu". First the

superfrcial liquid Reyrrolds number is given by

fusLt =
D,T,,P,,

(2.27)

Then the liquid holdup in the horizontal

þu

inlet was found using

* tO.4 Rej;%3
(2.22)

"t, =l-"",
trr[,
r'I rl

,.1

The average axial velocities of gas and liquid in the inlet were found using
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Etl
= 

Jo,
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(2.23)

Q.24)

while the modified Froude numbers were determined by

*,,= h;h,Fru,=
vl''

Next, the value of the inlet wetted wall fraction

s@.-D)

was calculated from

with

Eo = o.52ro"l'o

If(,>1 by equation (2.25), then (,=1 is used.

number was determined by

(2.25)

(2.26)

The inlet liquid ñlm Reynolds

(2.27)

E1 = (o * O.26Ff,;8 ,

R".. = 
fu"'

Ltç

IfRe",<2000 take PL=1.54, while ifRe",>2000 take p"=1.0. In both cases the

gas flow was assumed to be turbulent, with Pc=1.0. The ratio of kinetic

energies of the gas and liquid in the inlet, r, was determined from
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þ"Prrt,

For a dividing junction with D.lD,<l, the loss coefficients were calculated

Krz = 0.03(1-F¡Jz*935f*+.2F*(1 -F¡J , (2

and

E3 = 0.9s(r -4rJ2 +?frcÍt.3tan(V t 4) -0.3)

+3FæI(0.4b2-0.Ðb2l

+O.4F *(1 - F þ(1 +å,)rÂn(ìtr/4)

(2.28)

from

.29)

(2.30)

where b is defined as b=Dr/Ds and y is the angle of the junction (ry would be

90" for a tee junction). A parameter Io was defined as

4=|{t*xrr-xrr). (2.8t)

Finally, to obtain the predicted liquid branch fraction Fu" the following

quadratic equation was solved

(b4 - r)(F Ð2 *2(F Ð -Kl(b4 - D¡.|ÊI+Z(F *4,)\

Q.32)

This model was compared against the air-water data of Shoham et al. [12] and

Hart et al. [23] for a reg'ular tee junction. Good agreement was found in both
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cases. Comparisons of the model against the reduced tee junction data of

Shoham et al. [18] and the steam-water data from Rubel et a]. [16] were also

found to be reasonable.

Buell [24] reported phase-separation and pressure-distribution data for

two-phase air-water flow through a horizontal equal-sided (37.6-mm I.D.) tee

junction. The inlet gas superficial velocities tested ranged ftorn 2.7 to 40 m,/s

and the inlet liquid superficial velocities included values from 0.0021 to 0.181

m./s. Extraction rates were typically kept between 0.1 and 0.9. AII test runs

were performed at 150 kPa. These inlet conditions led to observations of

stratifred, wavy, stratified-wavy, slug, semiannular and annular flow regimes.

It was found that the distribution of the phases was dependent on the inlet

flow regime. For the stratified and semiannular dat¿ the phases split nearly

evenly through the tee junction. For most of the wary-flow data the gas phase

preferentially entered the branch and for the stratified-wavy data the liquid

phase preferentially entered the branch. Slug-flow data showed a strong

preference for the gas phase to enter the branch. For the annular flow regime,

the phase distribution at the junction was found to depend strongly on the

value of J"r.

Mudde et al. [25] examined stratified, wavy and bubbly flow in a

reduced tee junction where the branch was vertically upward. The inlet and

run tubes were 23-cm I.D. and the branch \ as 10-cm LD. Air and water were

Èhe fluids used in this investigation. Phase-separation data were obtained at
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inlet superficial gas velocities of 0.05 and 0.15 m/s and inlet liquid superficial

velocities of 0.5 and 1.5 m/s. The inlet qualities were lower than 0.037o and

the mass extraction rates remained below 0.5. Although the test section

examined in this investigation was larger than those tyaically presented in the

previous literature, the phase separation phenomena resembled those of the

smaller-scale tee junctions. It was found that when Jr, was low, generally in

the stratified flow regime, the tee junction acted as a phase separator with

most ofthe gas exiting through the branch. As J' increased and bubbly flow

was observed, less gas entered the branch and, thus, the degree of phase

separation decreased. Mudde et al. [25] also suggested that the flow regime

downstream ofthe tee junction, in addition to the upstream flow regime, may

have an important role in determining the phase redistribution.

Buell et aI. 126l compared their data against some existing phase-

distribution models. It was found that the geometrically-based model of

Azzopardi and Whalley [7] gave quite good predictions ofthe semiannular and

annular data. The predictive capabilities of this model improved as the

extraction rate increased. For the empirical correlation of Seeger et al. [11],

the data were not predicted well for W3/W1<0.3. However, above that

extraction rate, fairly accurate predictions we¡e found. The model of Hwang

et al. [14] performed very well predicting most ofthe stratified, stratified-wavy,

wavy, semiannular and annular data within *307o. However, predictions for

the slug flow regime were not as good.
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2.2 Pressure Drop

2.2.1 Single.Phase Pressure Drop

Based on a simple one-dimensional momentum balance for the tee

junction, Collier [2] presented a model for the pressure drops ÂP* and ÂPrr.

For the control volume shown in figure 2.4(a), an axial momentum balance

yields

(2.33)

where the inlet and run diameters are equal, P, and P, are the inlet and run

average pressures, respectively, p, and p, are the inlet and run densities,

respectively and G, and G, are the inlet and run mass fluxes, respectiveiy.

However, equation (2.33) does not take into account such factors as friction and

the fact that the stream exiting through the branch does not leave at a right

angle to the inlet and run. Therefore, a correction factor, K*r2, commonly

referred to as the momentum correction factor, is used to modify equation

(2.33) as follows:

(d e?\
ÃPr, = Pr-¡t" = l--:----1 I,l,Pz Pt)

/ ^2 ^2\
ÃPr, = Pr-P, = K,i I 

t" -j1l
l.Pz Pt)

(2.34)

Alternatively, the pressure drop ÂPrr, and subsequently, ÁP* can be modelled

as
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+

lv'

A"Ar

(a)

ft)
Figure 2.4 Control volumes for single-phase pressure drop models



APr, = Pr-P, = (4P,,)on*(AP,)** ,

i=2,3,

from

i=2,3,

¿tt

Q.35)

(2.36)

irreversible

(2.38)

(2.39)

whe¡e i=2 for the run and i=3 for the branch. The reversible component in

equation (2.35) can be obtained from Bernoulli's equation

(APrJn¿v

where p, is the density in the run

component is defined as

lE ql . i=2.3.
lP, Pt)

(i=2) or b¡anch (i=3). The

I
)

(2.37)

where K, and K* are the single-phase loss coefficients.

Reimann and Seeger [27] presented a model to predict the pressure

drops ÂP* and ÁPr.. With reference to the control volume shown in frgure

2.a(b), the pressure drops were defined as

(AP,),o = ,t,, fg] , i=2,3,
\¿P' )

aP' '=t(o?'-"il't-., 2 lpn pr)'

and the irreversible pressure drop was given by

APr, = APr-" + AP¿a,

where the reversible pressure drop is calculated



AP,-r= + +, i=2,3.
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(2.40)

(2.4L)

(2.42)

The mass flux at the vena contracta, G", was eliminated from equations (2.39)

and (2.40) using the relationship for the conservation of mass and by

introducing a contraction coeffrcient C,=A"/A', where Ao is the cross-sectional

area at the throat of the vena contracta and A, is the cross-sectional area of

the inlet tube. When the density at the vena contracta, pci, was replaced by

the relation p",=p,, (2.38) reduces to

ÂPri =
cÍ.
Pr

.(¿LG'z,_( _
2' pi

1)'E' 2p¡
i--2,3.

The contraction coeffrcient was related to the single-phase loss coeffrcient, Kr,,

as follows:

'r-1

G. I

d /,r,,] , i=2,3.
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2.2.2 Two.Phase Pressure Drop

Fouda and Rhodes [28] studied two-phase annular flow in a horizontal

tee junction (50.8-mm I.D.) with a vertical branch (25.4-mm I.D.). Following

the single-phase-flow model given by equation (2.34), they proposed a two-

phase-flow model assuming separate flow ofthe phases. Fo¡ the pressure drop

LP".,

(2.43)

where (K*r2)s is the separated-flow momentum correction factor and p", and

pM2 are the momentum-weighted densities for the inlet and run, respectively.

The momentum-weíghted densities can be expressed as

(2.44)

where q is the void fraction. In addition, Fouda and Rhodes [28] provided a

homogeneous version of equation (2.43). For ÂPrr, thís model considers the

two-phase flow stream to be a homogeneous mixture. Thus,

L ^ l-l

^ _l *í (1-rù). 
I

vMt - r- -;;-----:-r , ,--i2
IdiPci 1r -cy'P¡:l

d,e,, = (Ki)ufE El, i=t2, e.45)
\Puz Put )

where (K*r2)¡1 is the homogeneous flow correction facmr, and p", and pH2 are
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the inlet and run homogeneous densities, respectively. The homogeneous

densities are commonly expressed as

po = [(l-*') . al-', i=r2.
L Pu Pc¡l

(2.46)

Based on their data, Saba and Lahey [10] developed a separated flow

model for ÂPr. as follows:

AP,, = (ÁPr3)¡¿" + (ÂP1)24 , e.47)

where

(AP1)¡¿r, le c?lt^-^t,
fPri Pet I

9m
)

e.48)

(ÂP1)¿çr = Q.49)

K* is the single-phase loss coefficient, Q. is the separated-flow two-phase loss

multiplier, ps, is the branch homogeneous density, and pu, and pr. are the

inlet and branch energy-weighted densities, respectively. Saba and Lahey [10]

suggested a separated-flow two-phase loss multiplier as

** *r, ,
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ôr= P" , l2.5ol
Pvt

where p", is the momentum weighted density. The energy-weighted densities

were defined as

[ (t-r,)' ,l ]to
'"=[r'ñ-"),. ,,""i) ' 

i=r2'3' (2.5r)

A homogeneous version of the model was obt¿ined by replacing the energy-

weighted densities in equation (2.48) with homogeneous densities and

replacing the separated-flow two-phase loss multiplier with a homogeneous

version. Thus,

where

LP.- = !!1'"2
G?I G?
-*l -K'r-ô",
P'r, I ¿P u

þ, = Ptt

Put

4_
2

Pat

xI (c?
o'r, = ; lå

(2.52)

(2.53)

For ÁPr, , Saba and Lahey [10] used the model presented by Fouda and

Rhodes [28], given by equation (2.43). However, for the correction factor

(K*12)s , Saba and Lahey [10] used K*,/2, therefore,

GÎI
,*)

(2.54)
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Reimann and Seeger [27] developed a new model in the form ofequation

(2.38) as follows

ÁPr, = APr_", + LPr_r, i=2,3, (2.55)

where

LP. . = P't
2p',

Icî

le
[x,y*5,(1-r,)12 (.r,Ëa) - cf ¡x,1*s,(1-r,)J2

þ.?)Ì
(2.56)

and

apa-, = *þn.0,'-,r(r.î) {rr,r*sn(r-r,),(,,.f)}, 
,, ",

where S is the slip ratio and y is the density ratio, defined as npp",/p",. The

contraction coefficients were calculated using

o=['. ¿--2,3.
(2.58)

For the prediction of ÂPr, , Reimann and Seeger [27] assumed

homogeneous flow at the vena contracta due to the unavailability of

quantitative information. As a consequence of that suggestion the value for

the slip ratio at the run vena contracta, S", , was set to unity. The slip ratios

S, and S, were determined from Rouhani's [29] correlation given by:

l#å^']"



where

- pLt [ +0.12(l -x,) Vo, ¡, ìùr=6-r)t * '",-r_1,

r*- = + lGo(pr,-po,)Io2s 11-r,) .

Pu

(2.59)

(2.60)

(2.6r)

the inlet and branch,

(2.56) are (2.57) was

Fo¡ the prediction of ÂPrr, Reimann and Seeger [27] observed that the

best agreement with the data of air-water flow in horizontal tee junctions was

obtained with the assumption of homogeneous flow, therefore Sr, Ss and S",

were all set to unity. It should be noted that for equation (2.60), Reimann and

Seeger [27] omitted the term (l-xr). However, for the data of Reimann and

Seeger [27] this term seems to rnake little difference on the prediction of Sr.

For the contraction coefficient, Cr, the following expression was used:

o =[" l-r
,l*ttlQ1

a.

where Q, and Q, are the volumetric flow rates in

respectively. The model given by equations (2.55),

reduced to a homogeneous model in the form

^P,=+l+ +)-***r,, (262)
" \P'ns eh) ¿

where the homogeneous two-phase loss multiplier was expressed as



4, = 
p"l"

pst
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(2.63)

This model and the one of Saba and Lahey [10], given by equation (2.52),

essentially differ in their respective defrnitions ofthe homogeneous two-phase

loss multiplier.

Reimann and Seeger [27] suggested a correction factor for the

homogeneous model given by equation (2.62). This correction factor accounted

for the deviation ofthe model from experimental data for ÁP* at an extraction

rate of unity. To compensate for these deviations, the following relationship

was proposed:

AP,, = (ÂP,3)¡¿v * y(^Pt)rRR, (2.64)

where y=1.34.

Hwang and Lahey [30] presented single and two-phase flow data

through horizontal tee and wye junctions. All legs of the junctions were of

equal diameter (38-mm I.D.). The purpose of their study was to assess existing

pressure-drop models against their data. For APr, , Hwang and Lahey [30]

used the model of Saba and Lahey [10] given in equation (2.54). They assumed

that the flow in the run downstream of the junction was homogeneous and,

therefore, recommended puz=puz. Thus, the pressure drop model for AP, was

represented by



^P,,=49 Ê)
t \Po Put )
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(2.65)

(2.67)

(2.68)

For ÁPrr, Hwang and Lahey [30] again used the model of Saba and

Lahey [10] given in equations (2.47) to (2.49). However, they obtained the best

results when using the two-phase loss multiplier given by Reimann and Seeger

[27], equation (2.63). It was also assumed that homogeneous conditions were

present downstream of the junction, that is prs=p's. Their model for ÁP* then

was expressed as

ÃP,, (2.66)

To predict the void fraction in the inlet, Hwang and Lahey [30] used tine Zttber

Findlay model [31] with an empirical correlation for the void concentration

parameter, Cn, given by

=P"
2

co = l.l0 - 0.1 [p 
"rlp 

or]n 
æ.r(p¿rlpc, 

,

with the corresponding slip ratio obtained from

Sr=Co*(Cs_Ð

and the inlet void fraction given by

PLt

Pet

rtl
tå] '



and

(Âp,Jn¡

where Q 
* is the two-phase loss

density defined by

", =['
1r -x,) l-'
t, l

(LP4)¡¿v=+l+ 4lz lefu (ci)'l

= *,,# 4 r.,

multiplier and p *,
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(2.69)

(2.7t)

(2.72)

is an equivalent inlet

, ,, oot

Pu

Hwang and Lahey [30] found very good agreement w.ith these pressure drop

models, with approxim ately 95Vo of their data predicted vnthín *2EVo.

Based on their data, Ballyk et al. [13] and Ballyk t32l proposed a model

for the pressure drop ÂP,. símilar to the Saba and Lahey [10] model given by

equations (2.47) to (2.49) with the main difference being the introduction of an

empirically correlated two-phase branch loss multiplier. Thus,

AP,, = (ÀP,)"r, + (L,Pr)*e, (2.70)

where

(2.73)

Based on their data, the two-phase loss multiplier was found to be dependent
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only on the extraction rate and the branch-to-inlet diameter ratio but

independent of the inlet flow conditions. This parameter was defined as

follows:

ô" = -16.05 + 297.a2r1 - 249.38f , 0.075<¡<0.1, 4lDfo.s Q.74)

where q is the extraction rate (Ws/Wr).

For ÂP,, , Ballyk et al. [13] suggested using the separated flow model

given by equation (2.43) with the value of the separated flow momentum

co¡rection factor (K*r2)s equal to unity.

The pressure-drop data from both Reimann et al. [1g] and Reimann and

Seeger [27] were compared against the predictions ofthe various pressure-drop

models. For the horizontaÌ branch and b¡anch-to-inlet diameter ratios of 1.0

and 0.52, the separated-flow model ofSaba and Lahey [10] given by equation

(2.54) eave the best predictions for ÁP,r. The best predictions for Ap,, were

obtained using the homogeneous model of Saba and Lahey [10] given by

equation (2.52) with the two-phase loss multiplier calculated using equation

(2.63) and the value of y in equation (2.64) equal to 1.84.

Buell et al. [26] compared the pressure drop results from Buell l2+l for

air-water flows through an equal-sided horizontal tee junction. For inlet flow

reg'imes other than slug flow, the separated-flow model by Fouda and Rhodes

[28], given by equation (2.43), gave the best predictions for Áp, when (K*).

was equated to the single-phase momentum correction factor K*rr. For slug

flow it llas found that the Ballyk et al. [13] model and Hwang and Lahey [80]
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model performed best. Predictions for the ÂP,, data were generally poor. For

Ws/W1>0.3 the separated-flow model, recommended by Saba and Lahey [10],

gave the best predictions. For the lower extraction rates, however, it was

found that the Reimann and Seeger [27] model gave the best predictions.

2.3 Closing Remarks

Table 2.1 shows a summary of the previous investigations of two-phase

flow through horizontal reduced tee junctions. Ciearly, a lack ofpressure-drop

data exists, especially for low inlet mass flux, ai¡-water flows. Also, f¡om the

above literature survey, a generalized model for the prediction of phase

separation and pressure drop through tee junctions has yet to be formulated.

An increase in the available data base on the effects ofthe various geometrical

and flow parameters would lead to a greater understanding ofthe phenomena

and aid in the development of such models.
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Chapter 3

EXPERIMEI{TAL INVESTIGATION

The object of this investigation was to generate data on the effects of

branch diameter on phase distribution and pressure drop for two-phase, air-

water flow through horizontal tee junctions. This investigation includes two

sets of data where the branch-to-inlet diameter ratio, Dr/Dr, was set to 0.206

and 0.5. Previous data taken from the same laboratory by Buel1 [24] with a

diameter ratio of 1.0 allow for a comparison between the results for

D¡lDr=0.20e , 0.5 and 1.0. The apparatus used to obt¿in these data was

designed for the following operating conditions: air-water mixtures at a

pressure of about 150 kPa and near-ambient temperature, inlet superfrcial gas

velocities ranging between 2.7 and,40 m/s, inlet superficial liquid velocities

ranging between 0.0021 and 0.181 m,/s, and ext¡action rates between 0 and 1.0.

Every attempt was made to impose the same operating conditions in the three

data sets (corresponding to the three diameter ratios) in order to isolate the

branch-diameter effect.
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3.1 Air-Waúer Loop

3,1.1 Overview

A schematic diagram of the experimental facility is shown in frgure 8.1.

The following paragraph briefly describes the major components of the air-

water flow loop in the experimental facility. A detailed description of the

design, construction and operation of the different components is given later

in this chapter.

Distilied water, stored in a water reservoir, was fed into the flow loop

by a centrifugal pump. The water was filtered and then measured by a turbine

meter before entering the mixing tee (mixer) where it was mixed with the air.

A cooling coil in the water reservoir removed the excess heat absorbed by the

water due to flow through the pump and from frictional pressure losses. Air,

supplied f¡om an air compressor, was filtered, regulated and then measured

by a turbine meter before entering the mixing tee. Exiting the mixing tee \ as

a resultant two-phase, air-water mixture which was allowed to flow through

a length of 67.5 diameters to become fully developed. The two-phase mixture

then entered a visual section where the inlet flow regime was observed. A

further length of 41 tube diameters was allowed before the two-phase mixture

entered the branching teejunction. Forty-one pressure taps were located along

the test-section inlet, run and branch in order to measure the pressure

dist¡ibution upstream and do\ nstream of the tee junction. Two separation
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tanks, one located on the run and the other on the branch, collected the two-

phase mixture exiting the test section. The gas phase exiting each of the

separation tanks was metered by a combination offive rotameters arranged in

parallel for low flow rates or a turbine meter for high flow rates. This gave

individual measurements of the run air mass flow rate, Wor, and the branch

air mass flow rate, W.r. Both air flows were then discharged to the

atmosphere. The extraction rate, Wr/Wr, and the test section pressure were

controlled by restricting the exiting air flow rates. The liquid flow rate exiting

from each separatíon tank was metered by a combination of frve rotameters,

arranged in parallel, to give the individual measurements of the run liquid

mass flow rate, W"r, and the branch liquid mass flow rate, W¡*. The liquid was

then returned back into the water reservoir.

3.1.2 Water Flow Rate Measurement

The inlet water mass flow rate, W"r, was measured using one of two

turbine meters which were arranged in parallel and overlapped in range, as

shown below. Both turbine metærs were manufactured by Flow Technology,

Inc. Output from each turbine meter was fed into its respective signal

converter (Flow Technology, Inc. RC51-l-C-0000-6) which converted the turbine

meter output into a 0 to 10 volt DC signal. The DC signals f¡om each turbine

meter were then fed into separate channels in the data-acquisition system
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where the appropriate calibration curve calculated the inlet water mass flow

rate, W"r. The model numbers and calibrated flow ranges of the turbine

meters were as follows:

Model Calibrated Range

FT6-8C1YW-LED-1 0.655 - 18.9 Vmin (0.173 - 5.00 USGPM)
FTO-4C1YW-LHC-1 0.064 - 4.92 Vmin (0.017 - 1.30 USGPM)

Each turbine meter has a specific calibration curve. These calibration

curves were determined by passing a known amount of liquid through the

turbine meter in a k¡own amount of time. Good agreement, within +3Va, was

found between the present calibrations and those provided by the

manufacturer. Repeatability ofthe calibrations was very consistent except in

the low flow range of the large turbine meter (FT6-8C1YW-LED-1). However,

the upper flow range of the smail turbine meter (FTO-4C1YW-LHC-1)

overlapped with this trouble region. The present calibrations were used in the

reduction of all data.

The water flow rates in the run and branch were each metered using a

separate bank of rotameters. The five rotameters in each bank were arranged

in parallel to give a wide range of flow measurement. The water flow rate

through the ¡otameters ì as indicat€d by the height of the fioat in mm. These

data were manually typed into the data-acquisition system where the

appropriate calibration curves calculated the water mass flow rate through the

run, Wrr, and branch, W"r. The model numbers and calibrated flow ranges are

listed below.
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For the run:

Model

Cole-Parmer, tube number NO82-03ST
Cole-Parmer, tube number FM102-05ST
Cole-Parmer, tube number NO44-40C
Cole-Parmer, tube number NO44-40C
Fisher Porter, 10435554

For the branch:

Model

Calibrated Rânge

2.85-47.0 mVmin
12-260 mVmin
99-1903 mVmin
85-1880 mVmin
1250-13600 mVmin

Cole-Parmer, tube number FM082-03ST 2.2-46.6 mVmin
Cole-Parmer, tube number FM102-05ST 16-260 mVmin
Cole-Parmer, tube number FM044-40C 70-1905 mVmin
Cole-Parmer, tube number FM044-40C 100-1880 mVmin
Fisher Porter, 10435554 1250-13700 mVmin

Each rotameter has a specific calibration curve. These calibration

curves were determined by passing a known amount of liquid through the

rotameter in a known amount of time. All rotameters were found to have a

nearly linear relation between the measured flow rate and the scale reading.

Comparisons between the present calibrations and those provided by the

manufacturer showed very good agÌeement. Deviations reached a maximum,

about t6Va, at the lowest flow rates but we¡e otherwise within +-\Va. Therefore.

the present calibrations were used in the reduction of all data.

3.1.3 Air Flow Rate Measurement

The inlet air mass flow rate, W61, was measured using a single turbine
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meter. The air mass flow rate exiting out of each separation tank, Wo, and

'W"r, were measured by a turbine meter (at high flow rates) or a bank of

rotameters (at low flow rates). All three turbine meters \ryere manufactured

by FIow Technology, Inc., model number FT-24CIY-A-GEA-1, with a flow range

of 0.14 to 4.53 m3/min (5 tô 160 ACFM). Output from each turbine meter was

fed into its respective signal converter (Flow Technology, Inc. RC51-1C-0000-6)

which converted the turbine meter output into a 0 to 10 volt DC signal. The

DC signals from each turbine meter were then fed into separate channels in

the data-acquisition system where the appropriate calibration cuwes calculated

the air mass flow rates.

The calibration curves provided by the manufacturer for all three

turbine meters were very similar. However, it was found that the calibrations

for each turbine meter changed substantially over time at low flow rates. In

order to calibrate the turbine meters over their entire range, three venturi

tubes of varying size (throat diameter equal to 0.375,0.625 and 1.00 in.) were

utilized. The venturi tubes were manufactured by Fox Valve Development

Corp. with calibrations traceable to National Institute of Standards and

Technology. During testing, the deviation between W", and (Wo, + W.r) was

limited to a maximum of approxi mately +57a before recalibrations were

performed. Based on this, the present c¿librations were used in the reduction

of all data.

For low air flow rates though the run or branch a separate bank of
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rotameters was used. Five rotameters in each bank were arranged in parallel

to give a wide range of flow measurement. The air flow rate through the

rotameters was indicated by the height of the float in mm. These data were

manuaily typed into the data-acquisition system where the appropriate

calibration curves calculated the gas mass flow rate through the run, W6r, and

branch, Wor. The model numbers and calibrated flow ranges are listed below.

For the run:

Model

Cole-Parmer, tube number FMO82-03ST
Cole-Parmer, tube numbe¡ FM102-05ST
Cole-Parmer, tube number FMO44-40C
Cole-Parmer, tube number FMO44-40C
Fisher Porter, 10435554

For the b¡anch:

Model

Calibrated Range

40-1670 mVmin
670-8875 mVmin
3-64 Vmin
2.8-61 Vmin
140-1235 Vmin

Cole-Parmer, tube number FM082-03ST 50-1700 mVmin
Cole-Parmer, tube number FM102-05ST 620-8960 mVmin
Cole-Parmer, tube number FM044-40C 2.8-61 Vmin
Cole-Parmer, tube number FM044-40C 2.8-62 Vmin
Brooks, 1307D10F341A 165-975 Vmin

Each rotameter has a specific calibration curve. These calibration

curves were determined by using a combination of two wet test gas flow meters

(manufactured by Elster, maximum capacity 0.6 and 15 mS/hr) and the venturi

tubes (as mentioned above) in order to obtain calibrations over the entire range

of the rotameters. All rotameters were found to have a nearly linear relation

between the measured flow rate and the scale reading. Comparisons between
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the present calibrations and those provided by the manufacturer showed very

good agreement. Deviations reached a maximum of about +-6Vo at the lowest

flow rates but were usually withín +3Vo. Therefore, lhe present calibrations

were used in the reduction of all data.

3.1.4 Mixing Tee

A schematic diagram of the two-phase mixing tee is shown in figure 3.2.

The mixing tee was constructed from two copper tubes. One tube, 72.7-mm

I.D., was perforated with a large number of 1.6-mm diameter holes. This tube

was placed inside of a larger tube, 51-mm I.D. Therefore, water entering the

mixing tee from the smaller tube was injected into the air flow. The resultant

two-phase, air-water mixture was then discharged from the mixing tee.

3.1.5 Test Section

The inlet and run legs of both test sections for this investigation were

made of commercial type K copper tubing 38.1-mm I.D. The branch legs

included commercial type K copper tubing with 19.0-mm I.D. and commercial

type L copper tubing with 7.85-mm I.D. The entire test section, including the

two-phase mixer, was supported by a rig:d steel frame. To ensure horizontality

of the test section, a differential water level (accurate to 1.5 mm) was used.
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With this apparatus, two connected columns of water measured the difference

in height between a reference point and a discrete point, both within the test

section. Once a large number ofpoints we¡e checked and adjusted to the level

of the reference point, the test section was assumed to be horizontal. There

follows a brief description of the major components in the test section.

Visual Sections

The inlet and run visual sections were identical to those used by Buell

1241. Each visual section, shown in figure 3.3, consisted of a 254-mm long

glass tube supported at both ends by specially machined stuffing boxes. The

design of the glass tube and the stuffing boxes were such that the inside

diameter of the glass tube and stuffing boxes were identical to the inside

diameter ofthe copper tubing entering and exiting each visuai section. This

eliminated any disturbance to the flow. After assembly, a clear length of about

150 mm was available in each visual section to observe the flow regime. Since

the inside diameter of commercial (off-the-she10 glass tubing did not match

that ofthe copper tubing, custom-manufactured glass tubing was used. This

also allowed for the selection of a thick-wall (3.45 mm) glass tubing. In

assembling each visual section, extreme care was taken to ensure alignment

and coaxiality between the copper tubing, stuffing boxes and the glass tube.

The entire assembly was enclosed by a plastic protective shield to guard
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against injury in case of fracture ofthe glass tubing.

Tee Junctions

In order to ensure consistency with other research laboratories, a

square-edged tee was used. The teejunctions used in this investigation, shown

in figures 3.4 to 3.6, consisted of two main parts: a main body and a branch

section. The main body was machined from a 62-mm square brass bar 127 mm

long. This length was chosen to allow the copper tubing on the inlet and run

to mate with the tee for 38 mm. The main body of the tee junctions used in

this investigation and the one used by Buell [24] were essentially identical

with the oniy difference being the diameter of the aperture leading to the

branch. The branch section was machined from a 76-mm diameter brass rod,

44.5 mm long. The length allows the copper tubing to mate with the branch

side of the tee for 25.5 mm. On assembly, the branch section fits into the main

body. An O-ring placed between the branch and main body sections was used

to eliminate any leaks whíle four Aìlen bolts held the two sections together.

Since the heat required to solder the copper tubing into the tee junction

could have resulted in permanent deformation of the tee, the copper tubing

was bonded into the brass tee junction using a high strength retaining-sealing

compound (PERMA-LOK HL 138). Testing of the compound showed an

excellent seal up to a pressure of 690 kPa.
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Figure 3.6 Isometric view ofthe tee junction; reproduced from Buell [24]
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Pressure Taps

In order to measure the pressure drop across any of the tee junctions

(both the present test sections and that used by Buell [24]), 41 pressure taps

were located along the inlet, run and branch legs of the test section, as shown

in figure 3.7. Each pressure tap on the inlet and run consisted of a 1.6 mm

hole drilled through the tube wall. on the branch side, however, the size of

the tap decreased with decreasing branch diameter. For the branch diameters

of 19 mm and 7.85 mm, the tap sizes were 1.25 mm and 1.02 mm, respectively.

After drilling the taps, a hone was passed through the inside of the tube to

ensure that no burrs protruded into the inside ofthe tube. Hose nipple fittings

were soldered onto the outside ofthe copper tube to facilitate connection ofthe

taps to the differential pressure transducers (described in detail in a later

section). clear plastic (Tygon) tubing was used to connect the pressure taps

to the pressure transducers.

For the branch-to-inlet diameter ratio Dr/Dr=O.5, the pressure taps on

all legs ofthe test section were located along the bottom side ofthe tubes and

the plastic tubing pressure lines were completely frlted with distiiled water.

During the two-phase flow tests conducted in this investigation, a layer of

liquid was always present along the bottom of the legs in the test section

unless all of the water preferentially entered the run or branch, thus leaving

the branch or run dry of any liquid. If the flow through one of the legs was
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dry, a meniscus may develop at each pressure tap along that leg. Because of

surface tension, a pressure difference would exist across the meniscus.

T¡picaliy, this pressure difference data showed severe scatter with no

observable trends. The¡efore, the desired pressure drop through that leg ofthe

test section was not reported. It was felt that by reducing the branch-to-inlet

diameter ratio even further to DslDr=0.206, the liquid phase would not readily

tend to enter the branch. In order to obtain as much pressure drop data

through the branch as possible, the pressure taps were placed on the top side

of the test section. In this situation, air replaced the distilled water in the

pressure 1ines.

3.1,6 Separation Tanks

Downstream ofthe test section, the two-phase mixture in both the run

and the branch was discharged into separation tanks. Both tanks on the run

and branch sides were identical in design and were the same as those used by

Buell [24], as shown in figure 3.8. The two-phase mixture entering from the

top ofeach separation tank was separated using centrifugal action. This was

achieved by forcing the flow through two, 25.2-mm diameter nozzles angled to

discharge the flow in a downward spiralling direction. water exiting from the

nozzles flowed along the tank wall where it drained downward. Air flowed out

bhrough the top of each separation tank. A baflle located above the gas-iiquid
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interface isolated the interface f¡om the flow above it. The baffle, a circular

disk perforated with many small (4.8 mm) holes, has a diameter siightly

smaller than that of the inside of the separation tank. This left a gap of 8.2

mm on the tank wali through which the liquid could flow downward.

The tanks incorporated an abrupt change in cross-sectional area at

about mid height. If the liquid flow rate into one particular tank was too low,

the gas-liquid interface in that tank was maintained in the smâller diameter

section. This was the case for all test runs, except for the highest liquid flow

rate where the interface was maintained in the large diameter section. This

procedure decreased the errors in measuring the outlet liquid flow rate

resulting from small changes in the height of the interface with time.

The separation t¿nks were constructed fîom steel-pipe sections with

flanges welded and bolted to each end. The entire assembly, including the end

flanges, was galvanized to prevent corrosion, and all frttings connecting the

steel tanks to copper tubing were "Dielectric Unions". A 400-mm long sight

glâss was used to visually observe the liquid level in each tank.

3.1.7 Temperature MeasuremeDt

Temperature measu¡ements were obtained using iron-constantan (type

T) thermocouples at seven locations throughout the flow loop (see frgure S.1for

locations). All thermocouples were connected to a selector switch which was
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connected to a F1uke 21704 digital thermometer. The digital thermometer was

capable ofaccu¡ate temperature measurement oveÌ a range of -gg.8 to 400.0"C.

These temperatures were typed manually into the syst€m for processing the

data.

The thermocouples and digital thermometer were calib¡ated as a single

unit. This was achieved using a water bath and a precision mercury

thermometer. Water bath temperatures of 0"C (freezing point) and 100'C

(boiling point), as well as intermediate temperatures measured using a

precision mercury thermometer, were obtained using distilled water. A

comparison between the digital thermometer reading and the water bath

temperature indicated a maximum deviation of -r0.3"C. A correction factor to

be added to the digital thermometer reading was obtained. This correction

factor was used in the reduction of all data.

3.2 Pressure Measurement

3.2.1 System Pressure

For all two-phase test runs, the absolute pressure in the test section was

maintained near 150 kPa. This pressure was initially measured using a

Rosemount differential pressure transducer, model 1151 DP 5A22MB.

However, during the course of this investigation the Rosemount pressure

transducer, because of its wide range of pressure measurement, was
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repositioned to facilitate pressure distribution measurement (described in a

later section). For the remainder ofthe experimental investigation, an Omega

general-service pressure gauge was used. Figure 3.9 shows the location where

the system pressure was measured.

With the Rosemount pressure transducer measuring system pressure,

the high-pressure side of the transducer was connected to pressure tap 11

located on the inlet side of the tee junction (see frgure 3.8), while the low-

pressure side was open to the atmosphere. Thus, the transducer measured the

gauge pressure within the test section. Tap 11 in the inlet was used rather

than tap 12 because the large pressure fluctuations that were present right at

the tee junction during two-phase flow were not as pronounced at a point just

slightly removed from the centre of the tee junction. The pressure transducer

gave an output of4 to 20 mA over a range of0 to 187 kPa gauge. The output

current was converted into a voltage using a precision resistor installed within

the current loop. The voltage drop across the resistor was fed into a channel

in the data-acquisition system. The resistance of the resistor was chosen to

give a 10 volt drop when the current from the transducer was 20 mA. The

transducer was calibrated using a mercury U-tube manometer. The calibration

was found to be very linear.

For the majority of the experimental investigation, an Omega general-

service pressure gauge was connected to tap 11 (for reasons mentioned above)

to measure the system pressure. This pressure was manually typed into the
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data-acquisition system. The calibrated range ofthe gâuge was found to be 0

to 200 kPa. Calibration was facilitated using a dead-weight tester.

3.2.2 Pressure Tlansducers

A schematic diagram ofthe pressure-drop measurement station is shown

in flrgure 3.9. The station consisted of two banks of diffe¡ential pressure

transducers with three transducers in one bank and four in the other. Six of

the transducers were model DP103, manufactured by Validyne Engineering

Corp. The DP103 was designed for very low differential pressure

measurement. The range of this transducer can be changed by installing

different stainless-steel diaphragms to give a maximum rarge ofup to =880 cm

of water. The remaining transducer was a Rosemount differential pressure

transducer, model 1151 DP 5A22MB.

For this investigation, each bank had three Validyne transducers which

were set up with the following approximate ranges:

Iow-range transducer + 0.45 cm ì¡/ater
medium-range transducer t 5.7 cm water
high-range transducer t 57 cm water

The range ofthe Rosemount transducer was approximatety 0-1650 cm ofwater.

During the course of this investigation the Rosemount transducer was added

in order to measure the large pressure drop across the b¡anch since the range

ofthe Validyne transducers was insufficient in a number ofcases.
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The Validyne transducers were calibrated using a combination of a

micromanometer and a 255 cm water filled well-type manometer in order to

calibrate accurately the transducers over their entire range. The Rosemount

transducer was calibrated using a mercury-frlled U-tube manometer. Ali

calibrations were found to be very linear. Also, calibration ofthe transducers

was repeated several times during testing. This was necessary because it was

found that the calibrations of the Validyne transducers slowly changed with

use.

The output from the Validyne transducers ì¡r'ere processed by a six-

channel carrier demodulator; Validyne Engineering corporation model cD2g0-

6. The output from the carrier demodulator was in the form ofa +10-volt DC

signal. The six channels from the demodulator were fed into separate

channels in the data-acquisition system. The output from the Rosemount

transducer was in the form of a current G Lo 20 mA) which was converted into

a voltage (2 to 10 volt) using a precision resistor installed within the current

loop. The voltage drop across the resistor was also fed into a channel in the

data-acquisition system.

The valving layout, shown in figure B.g, allowed the various pressure tap

Iines to be isolated and connected to the pressure transducers. Although the

pressure taps may have been connected to the pressure transducers in a

variety of combinations, the method used in this investigation was to connect

the high-pressure sides of transducers L, 2 and. B to the inlet pressure taps
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through valve D, while the low pressure sides were connected either to the run

or branch pressure taps, depending on the settings of valves B and M. Also,

the high pressure sides oftransducers 4, 5, 6 and Z were connected to the inlet

or run pressure taps, depending on the settings of valve C, while the low

pressure sides were connected to the branch pressure taps through valve A.

valves were available to connect the pressure transducers to calibration

devices or to enable the pressure lines (clear 8.2-mm Tygon tubing) to be

purged as required.

3.3 Data-Acquisition System

The data-acquisition system consisted of an 80286-based microcomputer

with two plug-in analog-to-digital (A/D) boards. Both A.¡D boards were model

DAS-16G1, manufactured by MetraByte Corporation. Each DAS-16G1 was set

up with 8 differential analog input channels, giving a total capacity of 16 input

channels. The DAS-16G1 was designed for high speed (up to 70,000 samples

per second) A,1D conversion with 12-bit resolution. Voltage signals from the

turbine mete¡s and the pressure transducers were fed into the data-acquisition

system. A computer program was used to control the gathering and reduction

of data during experimental runs.
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3.4 System Operation and Data Reduction

3.4.1 Ttsgo.Phase Flow

Start-Up and Steady-State

A series of steps were followed each time a two-phase flow test run was

conducted. The following is a list of these steps (reference is made to figure 8.1

except where specified):

1. Power to the computer system, turbine meters, pressure transducers and

digital thermometer \ryas switched on.

2. By-pass valves to the inlet air, inlet water, run and branch turbine

meters (valves 3, 6, 13 and 18) were closed. Gas-bleed valves at the

separation tanks (valves 2l and 22) were closed and the valves to the air

turbine meters and rotameters (valves 11 and 16) were opened. The

inlet water control valves (valves 5a and 5b) were closed and the water

by-pass control valve (valve 4) was fully opened.

3. Valve I and tap 11 (referring to figure B.g) were opened.

4. Valves to the inlet, run and branch air turbine meters (valve s 2a,2b,

l4a, L4b,19a and 19b) were partially opened. Control valves to the inlet

water turbine mete¡ (valves I and 7 or g and 10, depending on the inlet

water flow rate).

The valve from the air compressor (valve 1) was opened to let

compressed air into the flow loop. A pressure regulator downstream
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from this valve was used to maintain a pressure of approximately 140

kPa gauge.

Control valves to the rrn and branch air turbine meters (valves 14a or

14b and 19a or 19b) were adjusted simultaneously with the control

valves at the inlet air turbine meter (valves 2a or 2b) to give the desired

gas flow rate though the loop while maintaining the test-section pressure

at 1.5 bar and the desired extraction rate. If the flow rate through

either the run ofthe branch turbine meter was too low (output from the

turbine meter less then 0.2 volts), then that turbine was shut down by

closing the control valve (valves l4a or I4b and,/or lga or 19b) to the

turbine meter. Valve 12 on the run side and./or valve 1Z on the branch

side were then opened to enable use of the appropriate air rotameters

(23a-e and/or 24a-e) to measure the air flow rate.

The water pump was switched on.

The water by-pass control valve (valve 4) was slowly closed until the

pump outiet pressure reached approximately 140 kPa gauge.

The inlet water control valves (valves 5a and 5b) \Ã'ere opened to give the

desired liquid flow rate through the loop. Slight adjustments

continuously made to the water by-pass control valve (valve 4) in order

to maintain the outlet pressure of the pump at 140 kPa gauge.

When the liquid levels in the separation tanks began to rise the

appropriate liquid rotameters (15a-e and 20a-e) were activated to

10.
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måintain a constant liquid level in the tanks.

Ifthe test-section temperature exceeded 21.3"C (70'F), the cooling water

supply to the heat exchanger in the water reservoir was turned on to

maintain a constant 21.3'C test-section temperature.

Ifthe test-section pressure was greater than the desired 1.5 bar abs, the

control valves to the instruments in use, either the run and branch air

turbine meters (valves 14a or 14b and 19a or 1gb) or air rotameters

(valves 23a-e and 24a-e), were slightly opened. Since this affected the

inlet air and water flow rates, the process ofhaving the correct inlet flow

rates and the correct test-section pressure was an iterative procedure.

Once the correct inlet flow rates and test-section pressute was set, and

with the liquid level in the separation tanks steady, the extraction rate

was checked. If W,/Wr was not equal to the desired amount, then it was

adjusted by using the air control valves to the run and branch turbine

meters (valves l4a or 14 and 19a or 19b) o¡ to the air rotameters (valves

23a-e and 24a-e) if they were being used instead. These adjustments

were made in such a way as to maintain the test-section pressure at 1.5

bar abs and to leave the inlet flow rates unchanged. The liquid level in

the separation tanks was steadied by adjusting the proper liquid

rotameters (valves 15a-e and 20a-e). The extraction rate was checked

again, and if it was still incorrect, it was re-adjusted using the above

procedure.

13.
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Typically, the system required about 1 1/2 hours of continuous

adjustment to achieve steady-state with the desired test conditions. Phase-

separation data were not taken until the foliowing conditions were steady for

at least 15 minutes:

1. The liquid level in the separation tanks.

2. The test section temperature.

3. All flow rates.

4. The test section pressure.

All fiow rates, temperatures, pressures and the liquid level in the

separation tanks were continuously monitored while data were being recorded.

Fine adjustments were made as needed to ensure that flow rates, extraction

rate ând test section temperature and pressure did not drift during the data-

recording process. If changes in these pa¡ameters exceeded *2 percent ofthe

initial set values, all of the data were rejected. Typically, the system required

an additional three hours of operation to record all phase-distribution and

pressure-drop data.

Recording of Phase-Distribution Data

Once the system achieved steady-state, the phase-distribution data were

recorded. These data consist€d of the following measurements:
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1. The atmospheric pressure in the laboratory in mm Hg.

2. The operating pressure ofthe air compressor in kPa gauge.

3. The average voltage output from the inlet air turbine meter.

4. The pressure in kPa gauge and the temperature in degrees centigrade

immediately downstream from the inlet air turbine meter.

5. The average voltage output from the appropriate inlet water turbine

meter.

6. The temperature in degrees centigrade immediately downstream from

the inlet water turbine meter.

7. The test section pressure in kPa gauge at tap 11.

8. The temperature in degrees centigrade and the average voltage from the

run air turbine meter if being used; otherwise, the temperature in

degrees centigrade and the air flow rate through the run rotameters in

height of float in mm.

9. The temperature in degrees centigrade and the average voltage from the

branch air turbine meter if being used; otherwise, the temperature in

degrees centigtade and the air flow rate through the branch rotameters

in height of float in mm.

10. The temperature in degrees centigrade and the water flow rate through

the run and branch rotameters in height of float in mm.

11. The observed flow regimes at the inlet and run visual sections based on

the descriptions given later in this section.
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The average voltages from the turbine meters were obtained from

samples taken over 30 seconds at a rate of 10 samples per second. The data

were then reduced as outlined later in this section.

Recording of Pressr¡re-Distribution Data

Once the phase-distribution data were recorded, the pressure

distribution in the test section was measured. The following is a description

of the procedure used to gather the pressure-distribution data. Reference is

made to frgure 3.7 for the layout ofthe pressure taps and to frgure B.g for the

pressure transducers and the associated valving.

1. AII valves in the pressure-drop measurement station were initially

closed.

The voltage output from each transducer was adjusted to zero with an

applied differential pressure of zero. This was accomplished by

separately monitoring the instantaneous voltage output from each

transducer, with the bypass valve opened and all other valves closed.

The voltage outputs from the transducers were adjusted to zero using

the appropriate " zero" adjustment on the carrier demodulator.

The run and branch pressure-distribution data \¡/ere obtåined ñ¡st. The

procedure is described in steps 3 through 11 below.

Tap 1 in the inlet was opened.r_) -
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4. Tap 32 in the run was opened.

5. Tap 33 in the branch was opened.

6. Valve B was opened to connect transducers I, 2, and B to the run

pressure taps.

7. Valve D was opened to connect transducers L,2, and B to the inlet

pressure taps.

8. Vaive A was opened to connect t¡ansducers 4, 5, 6, and 7 to the branch

pressure taps.

9. The pressure sigrral from the inlet and run pressure taps was directed

to pressure transducer 3 where the instantaneous voltage was

monitored. If the voltage reading from the transducer remained within

t1 volt, the pressure signal was ¡outed to transducer 2. If the voltage

reading from transducer 2 remained within *1, the pressure signal was

routed to transducer 1. This procedure ensured that the transducer with

the optimum range for measuring the pressure difference was always

used. Once the optimum range transducer wâs found, the average

voltage was recorded.

10. The pressure signal from the inlet and branch pressure taps was

directed to transducers 4, 5, 6, and Z. The optimum-range transducer

to measure the pressure difference was obtained using the procedure

described in step g. Once the optimum-range transducer was found, the

average voltage was recorded.
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11. Steps 9 and 10 were repeated until all pressure taps in the branch and

run were measured with respect to tap 1 in the inlet.

The inlet pressure-distribution data were obtained next. The procedure

is described in steps 12 to 17 below.

12. Tap 1 in the inlet was opened.

13. Tap 32 in the run was opened.

14. Tap 33 in the branch was opened.

15. Valves A, B, and D remained open.

16. The pressure sigrral from the inlet and run pressure taps was directed

to transducers 1, 2, and 3. The optimum-range transducer was found

and the averâge voltage was recorded.

17. The pressure signal from the inlet and b¡anch pressure taps was

directed to transducers 4,5,6, and 7. The optimum-range transducer

was found and the average voltage was recorded.

18. Steps 16 and 17 were repeated until all the pressure taps in the inlet

were measured with respect to tap 32 in the run and tap BB in the

branch.

In this manner the pressure distribution around the test section was

taken. However, before the pressure-distribution data was accepted, the

operation of the transducers was examined by the following procedure:

19. Valves B and D were closed.

20. Valves A and C were opened.
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21. Tap 16 in the run was opened.

22. Tap 33 in the branch was opened.

23. The average voltage was then taken using the optimum-range

transducer (transducer 4, 5, 6, or 7)-

24. Step 23 was then repeated using tap 16 in the run and tap 36 in the

branch (following that, tap 39 in the branch).

Using this procedure, the pressure-distribution data for the branch was

verified independently ofthe method used in steps 3 through 11. The branch

pressure-distribution data from steps 23 and 24 were plotted along with the

data from steps 3 through 11. Ifthe two data sets were not in agreement, all

ofthe pressure-distribution data were rejected. Similarly, the inlet pressure-

distribution obt¿ined using transducers 1, 2, and 3 were compared to the inlet

pressure-distribution obtained using transducer 4, 5, 6, and 7. Ifthe t\¡/o sets

of data were not in agreement, all of the pressure-distribution data were

rejected.

Output from the pressure transducers were converted into the form of

a =10 volt DC sigrral and were fed into the data-acquisition system. The

average voltages from the transducers were then obtained from samples taken

over 120 seconds at a rate of 100 samples per second. The appropriate

calibration equations were then used to convert the average voltages into

average differential pressures.
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Reduction of Phase-Distribution Data

The phase-distribution data recorded during each test were reduced

using the following procedure:

1. The mass flow rates Wlr, W.r, Wrr, W.r, W¡. and Wo, were calculated

using the calibration curve of the appropriate device and the

corresponding readings of pressure and,/or temperature. The pressures

at the run and branch turbine meters and air rofameters were assumed

to be atmospheric.

2. The test-section temperature was calculated using an energy balance.

3. The test-section flow rates WLl, Wor, %r, W.r, Wm and Wo, were

corrected for evaporation following the procedure outlined by Buell [24].

This procedure was used to correct flow rates for evaporation of the

liquid phase in the mixer, test section, and separation tanks. For Jo,=4Q

m./s and JLr<0.0021 m/s, these corrections were found to be significant

with up tn 20Va of the water entering the mixer evaporating. At lower

Jo, and higher J¡, these corrections were found to be insignificant.

4. The total inlet, run and branch flow rates were determined by

lf;-Wor+ÍY", ,

W'r=Ílo¡Wn

(3.1)

(3.2)

and
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(3.3)\=Wor+\Yu.

The inlet, run and branch qualities \ryere determined by

- -wo,*r- 
w,

- -wo,'w,

Íry.Gr=---ì- '¡D!( ')'4'

, G,r,
-G,

Pct

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

7.

- -wo,'w,

Overall mass balances were performed individually on

water.

The following parameters were calculated for all tests:

and

both air and

(ó. / .,

(3.8)

and



, Gr(l -xr)
t tl=- .

PLt

The fraction of total gas entering the branch

liquid entering the branch were found from

88

(3.e)

and the fraction of total

(3.10)

(3.11)

w-^-* w.,

and

v."
t aL_ Wu

L The extraction rate Wr/W, and the ratio of the branch to inlet quality

xr/x, were computed.

Reduction of Pressure-Distribution Data

The junction pressure drops were determined by extrapolating the fully

developed pressure gradients in the inlet, rrrn and branch to the centre of the

tee junction. Linear equations were fit to the fully developed data in the inlet,

run and branch using the method of least-squares analysis. The pressure

drops due to the tee junction were defined as

ÂPI,=P,-P, (3.12)

where i=2 for the r-un and i=3 for the branch. Details of the procedure followed
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bein dete¡mining the pressure gradients in the three legs of the junction can

found in Buell [24].

Flow Regimes

For two-phase, horizontal flow the phases will distribute themselves into

various flow regimes. Figure 3.10 shows a schematic diagram of the flow

reg'imes which was used as a guide since classifrcation of the inlet flow reg.ime

is an essential observation. In this investigation the flow regime types,

observed in the inlet and run sides of the tee junction, included:

Stratified (Sú): Liquid flows along the bottom of the tube while air

flows along the top. The two phases are separated by a smooth

interface.

\üaW (W): The liquid phase occupies the bottom portion of the tube

while the gas phase flows along the upper portion of the tube. The

increased air velocity causes the interface between the two phases to

become wavy.

Stratified-IVavy (St-W): This is a transitional flow regime where the

interface is mainly smooth with small surface waves intermiftently

appearing.

Slug (S): This flow regime is similar to the wavy flow regime in that

the gas and liquid phases form a waly interface. However, fast-moving
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intermittent slugs of water reaching the top of ¿he tube characterize

this flow regime.

A¡¡rular (An): In this regime a slow-moving liquid frlm covers the

entire periphery ofthe tube. The gas phase, including entrained liquid

droplets, flows through the centre ofthe liquid annulus. The thickness

of the liquid frlm is typically a maximum at the bottom of the tube

and thinnest at the top ofthe tube.

Semiannular (SA): This is a transitional flow regime where a thick

liquid frlm at the bottom of the tube extends up along the sides of the

tube but fails to form a complete, stable film ofliquid around the enti¡e

periphery of the tube. Similar to the annular flow regime, part of the

Iiquid phase may be entrained as droplets in the gas phase.

3.4.2 Single-Phase Flow

Start-Up and Steady.State

Single-phaseliquid tests were conducted in order to obtain the pressure-

drop data necessary for calculating the various loss coeffrcients ofthe pressure-

drop models described in chapter 2. The following is a list of steps performed

for each single-phase-liquid test run (reference is made to frgure 3.1).

1. Power to the computer system, turbine meters, pressu¡e transducers and

digital thermometer was switched on.
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4.

5.

6.
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2. The by-pass valve to the inlet air turbine meter (valve 3) was closed.

Gas bleed valves (valves 27 and 22) from both separation tanks were

fully opened and the valves t¿ the air turbine meters and rotameters

(valves 11 and 16) were closed.

7.

The inlet water control valves (valves 5a and 5b) were closed and the

water by-pass control valve (valve 4) was opened.

The by-pass valve to inlet water turbine meters (valve 6) was tightly

closed. The valves to the desired inlet water turbine meter (valves 7 and

8 or 9 and 10) were opened.

The water pump was switched on.

The water by-pass control valve (valve 4) was slowly closed until the

pump outlet pressure reached approximately 140 kPa gauge.

The ínlet water control vaÌves (valves 5a and 5b) we¡e opened to give the

desired liquid flow rate through the loop. Slight adjustments were

continuously made to the water by-pass control valve (valve 4) in order

to maintain the outlet pressure ofthe pump at 140 kPa gauge.

When aII of the gas in the üest section and both separation tanks was

bled out of the system, the gas bleed valves (valves 21 and 22) were

closed. The appropriate liquid rotameters on the run and branch (15a-e

and 20a-e) were then activated.

Once the desired inlet liquid flow rate was set, the extraction rate WrÆ,

was checked. If WsAMr was incorrect, the run and branch liquid

8.
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rotameters (15a-e and 20a-e) were adjusted.

10. The cooling water supply to the water reservoir heat exchanger was

opened and continuously monitored to maint¿in a test section

temperature at 21.3"C (70.F).

Phase-distribution data were not taken until the inlet flow rate,

extraction rate and test-section temperature were steady for at least 15

minutes. AII flow rates and temperatures were continuously monitored while

data were being recorded. Fine adjustments were made as needed to ensure

that flow rates, extraction rate and test-section temperature did not drift

during the data-recording process. If changes in these parameters exceeded

e2 percent of the initial set values, alt of the data were rejected.

Recording and Reduction of Data

once the system achieved steady-state, the phase-distribution data we¡e

recorded. These data consisted ofthe foilowing measurements:

1. The average voltage output Ílom the appropriate inlet water turbine

meter.

2. The temperature in degrees centigrade immediatery downstream from

the inlet water turbine meter.

3' The temperature in degrees centigrade entering the run and branch

rotameters.
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4. The water flow rate in the run and branch rotameters in height offloat

in mm.

The average voltages f¡om the turbine meters were obtained from

samples taken over 30 seconds at a rate of 10 samples per second. The mass

flow rates &t, w", and w¡, were then calculated using the calibration curve

of the appropriate device and the corresponding temperature readings. The

single-phase pressure-drop dat¿ we¡e measured and reduced by the same

method used for two-phase flow, described in section 8.4.1
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Chapter 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Datâ Range

In the present experimental investigation, tv¡o separate test sections of

different branch-to-inlet diameter ratio were used to conduct single and two-

phase flow experiments. The range ofoperating conditions for the single-phase

(water) flow experiments is shown in tables 4.1 and 4.2 for branch-to-inlet

diameter ratio, Dr/Dr, equal to 0.5 and 0.206, respectively. Tables 4.8 and,4.4

show the range of operating conditions for the two-phase flow experiments

with DrlD,=O.5 and Dr/D,=0.206, respectively. The reduced experimental

results for both diameter ratios are presented in appendix A.

Seven single-phase (water) test runs were performed with each test

section. These test runs were carried out at a nominal inlet liquid velocity of

0.180 m/s. The actual inlet liquid velocity was kept within *0.52o of the

nominal value. The nominal test section temperature was 21.l.C (70"F) with

deviations rvithin t0.1"c. Apart from the diameter ratio, the only parameter

varied was the extraction rate.
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Table 4.1
Range of Operating Conditions for the Single-phase Test Runs,

DÆ'=o'5

Table 4.2
Range of Operating Conditions for the Single-phase Test Runs,

DslDl=0.206

Inlet-to-branch diameter ratio, D./D, 0.5

Total number of runs 7

Inlet liquid velocity (m,/s) 0.180

Inlet Reynolds number, Re 6930

lnlet mass flux, G, (kg/m'?s) L78

Inlet temperature, T, ("C) 27.1

Extraction rate, Ws/Wl 0.0-1.0

Inlet-to-branch diameter ratio, D./D, 0.206

Total number of runs

Inlet liquid velocitv (m/s) 0.180

Inlet Reynolds number, Re 6932

Inlet mass flux, G, (kglm2s) 178

Inlet temperature, T, ('C) 27.7

Extraction rate, W"/W, 0.0-1.0
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Table 4.3
Range of Operating Conditions for the Two-phase Test Runs,

D3lD,=Q.g

Inlet-to-branch diameter ratio, Ds/Dr 0.5

Total number of runs 63

lnlet flow regimes Stratified
Wavy
Slug

Stratifred-Wavy
Semiannular

Annular
Inlet temperature, T, ("C) L4.0-27.1

lnlet pressure, P, (bar abs ) 1.5

Inlet superficial gas velocity, J", (¡rls) 2.7-40

Inlet superficial liquid velocity, Jr, (m/s) 0.0021-0.181

Iniet mass flux, G, (kglm'zs) 7-251

Inlet quality, x, (%) 2.6-97.2

Extraction rate, Ws/Wr 0.1-0.9
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Table 4.4
Range of Operating Conditions for the Two-phase Test Runs,

DrlDt=6'296

Inlet-to-branch diameter ratio, Dr/D, 0.206
Total number of runs 42

Inlet flow regimes Stratifred
Wavy

Stratified-Wavy
Semiannular

Annular
Inlet temperature, T, ("C) 14.5-2t.r
Inlet pressure, P, (bar abs) 1.5

lnlet superfrcial gas velocity, J", (¡nls) 2.7-40

Inlet superfrcial liquid velocity, Jr, (m/s) 0.0021-0.0397

Inlet mass flux, G, (kg/m2s) 7-82
Inlet quality, x, (%) 2.6-88.5

Extraction rate, Wr/W, 0.025-0.9
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For Dr,1Dr=0.5, a total of 68 two-phase test runs were performed. These

test runs constitute 15 different groups. Each group was characterized by

frxed inlet conditions and variable extraction rates. The frxed inlet conditions

included: inlet gas superficial velocity, inlet liquid superfrcial velocity, test

section pressure, temperature and inret flow regime. Figure 4.1 shows the

nominal values for J", and J' plotted on the Mandhane et al. [BB] flow_regime

map. The actual values for J", and J¡, were maintained within *2Vo of the

average values ofthe group for over g6vo ofthe test runs. The nominal test-

section pressure was 1.5 ba¡ abs and for most test runs the actual test section

pressure was maintained within *0.1 bar of the nominal value. within each

test group the actual test section temperature was maintained within -¡l.c of

the average values for the group for over gSVa of the test runs.

A total of 42 two-phase flow test runs were performed using

D*/Dr=0.ZOe. These test runs comprised 10 test groups, as shown on the

Mandhane et al. [33] flow-regime map, figure 4.2. Agaín, each group consisted

of frxed inlet conditions (J.r, J¡r, Pr, T, and inlet flow regime), and variable

extraction rates. The actual values for Jo, and J", were maintained within
-+]vo of the average values of the group for over gTva of the test runs. The

nominal test-section pressure was maintained at 1.5 bar abs with deviations

of *0.1 bar. For each test group the actual test section temperature was kept

within +1"C ofthe average values for all the test runs.
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Whenever possible, the extraction rates for each test group would

include 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 in order to facilitate direct comparison with

Buell [24]. If, however, an extraction rate of 0.g was not obtainable, the

maximum value wr/!v, was found and data at that poínt and at the remaining

points from the above list were recorded. since extraction rates for

D/D,=0.206 were frequently quite low, data with Wr/\il, less than 0.1 was

often recorded so that the widest possible range of extraction rates was

observed.

Comparing figures 4.1 and.4.2 shows that many of the test groups were

examined using both test sections. Data for DslDl=0.206 in the slug flow

regime were not recorded because large pressure fluctuations at the tee

junction made it very difficult to record reliable data. Also for DrlD,=0.206,

data for two test groups in the annular flow regime (J61=40 m/s) with inlet

liquid superficial velocities Jrr=0.03g7 m/s and Jrr=0.1g0 m/s could not be

obtained with the present geometry and test section pressure of 1.5 bar abs.

operating conditions and extraction rates were kept as uniform as physically

possible between the data sets of the two test sections and the data sets of

Buell [24]. Therefore, the effect of branch-to-inlet diameter ratio on the phase

dist¡ibution and pressure drop for two-phase flow through horizontal tee

junctions was isolated.

The mass-balance errors are defined as the percentage deviation

between the inlet flow rate of a specifrc phase and the sum of its outlet flow
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rates from both separation tanks. The air and water mass balance errors,

given in appendix A, have been corrected for evaporation using the method

described by Buell 1241. For all the two-phase flow test runs the air mass flow

¡ate balance was maintained within +6vo where gSvo of the data for DÆr=0.5

was within x.íVa and gBVa of the data for DrlD,=6.266 was within +52¿.

Similarly, for all the two-phase-flow test runs, the water mass flow rate

balance was kept with in +I\Va where 89Zo of the data for Dr/Dr=Q 5 was within

=íVo and.90Va of tl¡'e data for D.lDr=6.296 was within =íVa. The largest water

mass balance errors occurred when evaporation was prominent.

4.2 Presentation of the Phase-Distribution Data

In this section, the phase-distribution data are presented for both

branch-to-inlet diameter ratios, Dr,1D,=0.5 and D/D'=O.ZOO, studied in this

investigation. The data are plotted gaphically using two different methods:

xrlx, versus Wr/W, and F"" versus Fur. Although both types of graphs are

obtained from the same data, significant differences in the appearance in

which the two graphs display the phase-distribution phenomenon are present.

The axes ofthe graphs for Fs6 versus F", all extend beyond unity. Unavoid_

able measuring errors, particularly at low mass flow rates, and the effects of

evaporation of the liquid phase within the mixer, test section and separation

tanks contributed to the mass-balance errors found between the inlet and
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exiting gas and liquid mass flow rates. Although it is theoretically impossible

for Fuo or Fu" to be greater than unity, these errors in the mass balance

occasionally resulted in such a situation and the figures were thus made to

allow for such anomalies.

4.2,1 Results for Dr/Dr=O.5

Figures 4.3 through 4.6 iilustrate the effect of varying J., at a fixed Jr,

for Dr/Dr=Q.$. Each frgure consists of two parts: part (a) is plotted in terms of

F". versus Fu" and part (b) is plotted in terms of xr/x, versus WrAMr. It should

be noted that changing Jo, while keeping J' constant can result in changes in

the inlet flow regime.

The data in figures 4.3 and 4.4 show that as Jo, increases there is an

increasing preference for the liquid phase to exit through the branch. pa¡t (a)

of these frgures indicates that only small amounts of liquid tend to enter the

branch for J or=2.'l m,/s, while for J"r=4Q m/s, the annular flow regime, the

liquid tends to preferentially flow into the branch. part (b) of these figures

show that at the maximum extraction rates for J"r=2.7 rnls and J"r=4.8 m,/s the

tee junction acts as a phase separator with all of the gas and only some of the

liquid entering the branch. As well, for the tested extraction rates, the

maximum value for xr/x, decreases as J., increases. Similar trends were
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observed by Hong [3], Shoham et at. [17], Rubel et al. [16] and Buelt L24l fot

De/Dr=1.0.

Comparing frgures 4.3(a), 4.4(a) and 4.5(a) for J6r=2.7 m,/s, the trend is

that an increasing fraction ofthe liquid enters the branch with increasing J",,

while for Jcr=10.8 m/s, the trend is for a decreasing fraction of the liquid to

enter the branch with increasing J"r. As well, frgure 4.5(a) for Jr,r=0.08g7 rnls

shows that a greater fiaction ofthe liquid enters the branch when J"r-2.7 m/s

than when Jor=10.8 rn/s, which is contrary to the trends shown in figures 4.8(a)

anð' 4-4(a). This phenomenon was also observed by Bueil L24l fot a regurar tee

junction at the same inlet conditions. Also, frgure 4.5(b) shows that for the

extraction rates observed in this investigation, the xrlx, values for Jcr=10.g m/s

are greater than that for J 
"r=).'l 

m/s, which does not agree with the trends

shown in frgures 4.3(b) and 4.4(b). For stratified Ílow, Azzopardi et al. t21l

suggested that the increase in the preference for the gas phase to exit through

the branch as J", increases can be attributed to the effects ofthe average axial

momentum of the liquid. At small values of J¡r, the average axial momentum

of the liquid is small and the liquid is easily diverted into the branch.

Increasing J' also increases the average axial momentum of the liquid and

thus decreases the preference for the liquid phase to exit through the branch.

This explanation, however, is contrary to the experimental results obtained for

J ar=2.7 m/s. The behaviour of these particular data could not be exprained at

this time.
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For the largest inlet superficial liquid velocity examined in this

investigation, Jrr=Q.18 m/s, figure 4.6(a) shows that the gas phase tends to

preferentially enter the branch. The slug flow regime ð.ata (J.r=2.7,4.8 and

10.8 m/s) are close to the total separation curve for mass extraction rates

beyond 0.3, as shown in frgure 4.6(b). This implies that all of the gas and only

some ofthe liquid has been diverted into the branch. This trend was observed

by Saba and Lahey [10], Ballyk et al. [18] and Buell l24l for regular tee

junctions. It should be pointed out that the trends of frgures 4.8ft) and 4.4(b)

are again noticed in frgure 4.6(b) where the maximum observed value of xr/x,

decreases with increasing Jor.

Azzopardi et al. [21] suggested that for annular frow an increase in the

liquid flow rate would increase the amount of liquid entrainment. This would

decrease the f¡action of liquid in the film. Therefore, the Êaction of liquid

entering the branch would decrease. Comparing figures 4.8, 4.4, 4.8 and 4.6

for J"t=4Q m/s this trend was observed.

4.2.2 Results for DrÆ)r=0.206

Figures 4.7 through 4.9 illustrate the effect of varying J", at a fixed Jr,

for Dr/Dt=0.!Q6. Each figure consists of two parts: part (a) is plotted in terms

of Fu" versus F* and part (b) is plotted in terms of xrlx, versus W,,AM,. As
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mentioned in section 4.2.1, when vårying J", and keeping Jr, constant it is

likely that changes in the inlet flow regime will be encountered.

For the smallest inlet superfrcial liquid velocity tested, Jr,=0.0 021 rnls,

figure 4.7 shows that when extraction râtes are low there is an increasing

preference for the liquid phase to exit through the branch as Jo, increases.

Indeed, for J or=2.'l m/s and Jcr=10.8 m,/s, very small amounts of liquid are

extracted into the branch up to wr/!v, ofabout 0.1. However, as the extraction

rate increases for J 
"r=l.l 

m/s and Jcr=10.8 m./s, the value of F"" increases

dramatically to the degree where all ofthe liquid flow is diverted through the

branch, as shown in ñgure 4.7(a).

Moving on to J",-0.0095 m/s, the data in figure 4.g(a) show that for the

annular flow regime, J"r=40 rn/s, the liquid phase tends preferentially to exit

through the branch while the remaining data, especially at extraction rates

less than 0.5, tend to show a preference for the gas phase to exit through the

branch. Figure 4.8(b) reveals that for VW1<0.1, the ratio xrlx, increases with

decreasing J"r. However, for Wr,4Vrà0.8, continuation of this trend is nor

certain since the maximum attainable value for wr/w, decreased sharply with

increasing J.r and thus limited the amount of data that could be gathered.

For JL1=0.0397 m/s, figure 4.9(a) again shows that for the wavy and

stratifred flow regimes (no annular data was taken at this J' value),

increasing Jo, results in smaller fractions of the liquid phase entering the
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branch. Again, this phenomenon was also observed for Dr/Dr=O.[ (section

4.2.7) at the same inlet conditions.

The general trend in figures 4.7(b), 4.8(b) and 4.9 (b) is that the

maximum value of xu/x, decreases with increasing J"r. This trend is similar

to that observed by Hong [3], Shoham et al. [17] and Rubel et aL [16] for

DrlDt=1.0

4.3 Effect of Diameter Ratio on Phase Distribution

The effects of branch-to-inlet diameter ratio on the phase distribution

are illustrated using two methods in this section. The first method includes

fixed inlet conditions with varying Dr/D, values, as shown in figures 4.10

through 4.24. the present data for DrlD,=9.266 and Dr/Dr=O.g were compared

with those from Buell l24l fot D/Dr=1.0. Each figure contains two parts: part

(a) is plotted with FBG versus Fu, and part (b) is plotted with xrlx, versus

ws/\ryl.

Data in the stratified and stratified-wavy flow regime plotted in ñgures

4.10 tþ 4.L2 show that the quality in the branch increases as Dr/D, decreases

from 1.0 to 0.5. Intuitively, it seems reasonable to expect that a smaller

fraction ofthe liquid could be taken offinto the branch as the branch diameter
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decreases since the liquid flowing along the bottom of the main tube would

have to climb up the wall before exiting through the branch. This

idea,suggested by Shoham et al. [18], is supported by comparing the data of

D,/D,=1.0 and DrlD,=O.5. However, the trend for D.,4D,=0.!Q6 is not so simple.

At low extraction rates, approximately W.AM'=0.1, the phase distribution data

of D.lDr=6.296 is very similar to that of D3/Dr=0.5. As the extraction rate

increases the quality in the branch begins to decrease and the phase

distribution data becomes very similar to that of Dr/D,=1.0. A¡t explanation for

this phenomenon may include the fact that the area of the branch for

Dg,1Dr=0.206 is of course smalle¡ than that of D3/Dr=0.S and, therefore for

similar extraction rates, J63 for DrlD,=0.206 can be considerably larger than J",

for Dr/D,=0.9. Froude numbers are then also larger and it may be possible

that liquid entrainment into the branch is responsible for the larger fraction

of liquid entering the branch when D.lD, is reduced to 0.206. However, this

idea was not verified and thus remains a hypothetical explanation.

Phase distribution in the slug flow regime (Jr,=O.18 m/s) is shown in

frgures 4.I3, 4.15 and 4.19. By reducing the diameter ratio from 1.0 to 0.5

(data for D./Dr=6.296 was not taken) there seems to be very little effect on the

phase distribution except at Wr/!Vr=O.1. Part (a) of these figures show that the

gas phase tends to enter the branch more readily for the smaller diameter

ratio, especially at low extraction rates (WrAMr=O.1). At approximately

W3/Wr=0.$ all of the gas phase and some of the liquid enters the branch
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leaving only liquid flowing in the run. This is shown in part (b) of these

frgures where the data for both diameter ratios are close to the total separation

curve. As well, with the reduced tee junction complete phase separation was

reached at a lower extraction rate than with the regular tee. Ballyk [82] also

noticed that with the reduced branch diameter, complete phase separation was

reached at lower extraction rates.

The trends shown in figure 4.14 for the stratifred-warry flow regime are

quite similar to those shown in figures 4.10 to 4.12 where the quality in the

branch increased when diameter ratio decreased from Ds/Dr=l.O to 0.5. The

phase distribution data for D,,1D,=Q.!Q6 was very similar to that of D./D,=g.5

except at its maximum ext¡action rate where it approaches the even phase

distribution line where the data for Dr/Dr=l.Q are positioned.

Figures 4.16 to 4.18 and figure 4.20 for the inlet flow regimes of

stratified-wavy, waly and semiannular all show the same trends where there

seems to be very little difference in the phase distribution data between

DÆ,=0.5 and Dr,1D,=0.206. Ballyk [32] reported that the effect of branch

diameter decreased as the branch diamete¡ decreased. At times in the present

investigation this effect was also reco¡ded where there was little effect on the

phase separation by reducing D,,ID, from 0.5 to 0.206. Also, the quality in the

branch is always greater for the reduced diameter ratios than it is for the

regular tee junction.
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Figures 4.21 to 4.24 include all the data from the present investigation

for the phase distribution in the annular flow regime. For the two smallest J",

values in this flow regime (JLr=0.0021 and 0.00g5 m/s), the liquid phase always

preferentially enters the branch, as shown in figures 4.2L(a) anð.4.22(a). As

well, the tendency for the liquid to enter the branch is decreased when the

diameter ratio is decreased from DrlDr-l.0 to 0.5. The effects of reducing the

diameter ratio from D/D'=Q.S to 0.206 agaín appear to be minimal. However

only very smail extraction rates could be obtained with D"/Dr=0.206 in this

flow regime and, therefore, comparisons with the other diameter ratios is

limited. Figure 4.23 shows that the data for Dr/Dr=O.b and 1.0 are similar and

remain fairly close to the even phase distribution line. Again, by reducing the

diameter ratio the quality in the branch increases. Finally, for the largest

inlet superfrcial liquid velocity tested in the annular flow regime (Jr,=0.18 m/s),

figwe 4.24 shows that for both test sections the gas phase preferentially enters

the branch when the extraction rate is greater than 0.1 and that the quality

in the branch for the reduced diameter ratio is greater than that ofthe regular

tee junction.

Shoham et al. [18] suggested that the fraction ofthe tiquid taken offinto

the branch depends on the dominant force acting on the liquid phase at the tee

junction. For example, in the stratifred and wavy flow regimes, the inertia

force is the dominant effect and when the branch diameter is ¡educed the

fraction of liquid entering the branch is also reduced. However, for annular
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flow the effect ofa reduced branch diameter is minimal since the centripetal

force is dominant. As shown above, these trends are consistent with the

present comparison of Dr,1Dr=1.0 and 0.5.

The comparison by Ballyk [32] for Dr,4D,=1.9, 0.82 and 0.5 for annular

steam-water flows revealed that phase separation becâ.me more severe with the

reduction in branch diameter. It was found that the branch quality increased

as branch diameter decreased. In the present comparison it was generally

found that as Dr/D, was reduced from 1.0 to 0.5, x/x, increased for all flow

regimes examined, however for annular flows, the effect was not very

prominent. It should be noted that Ballyk [32] worked at much higher inlet

mass fluxes.

Reimann et al. [19] found that fo¡ a given extraction rate, x./x, increased

as Dr/D, decreased. This phenomena was attributed to the changing size of the

zone of influence, initially introduced by Azzopardi and Whalley IZ] for annular

flows. Reimann et al. [19] suggested that as Dr/D, is decreased a larger

pressure difference between the inlet and branch must occur fo¡ the same

extraction rate. These larger pressure differences increase the zone of

influence. Since there is a greater fraction ofthe gas phase in a larger zone

of influence, a larger fraction of it will be easily diverted into the branch,

because of the low momentum flux of the gas phase compared to that of the

liquid phase. It was found in this investigation that the pressure drop through

the branch dramatically increased with decreasing Dr/D, (shown in section 4.5).
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Therefore, from the suggestion of Reimann et al. [1g], there should be a

continuous increase in the effect of Dr/D, on phase distribution as Dr/D,

decreases. However, as shown by the present data the opposite of this trend

may prevail as Dr/D, decreases Íïom 0.5 to 0.206.

The second method for presenting the effects of the branch-to-inlet

diameter ratio on the phase distribution includes plots where the ordinate is

the ratio between xrlx, for either Dr/D,=0.5 (frgures 4.25 to 4.Zg) or D.lDr=0.206

(figures 4.29 to 4.31) and xrlx, for DrlD,=l.O and the abscissa is the mass

extraction rate. In each of these figures, the value for Jr, is frxed and J", is

varied. AII of these frgures show that the quality in the reduced branch is

typically higher than the quality in the regular branch (D3/Dr=1.0) and that the

effect of reducing the branch diameter decreases with increasing Jo,. The

difference in phase-distribution between the reduced and regular tee junctions

is frequently greatest at low extraction rates and becomes less prominent as

the extraction rate increases. A comparison of the figures shows that there

does not appear to be a signifrcant effect on the phase distribution data by

reducing Dr,/D, from 0.5 to 0.206. However, one obvious difference can be seen

between frgures 4.25 and 4.29. For Jo,=!. J m/s and Jr,=0.002 1 m/s, fig;i¡: e 4.25

shows that the phase-distribution ratio between D/Dr=0.5 and D¡/D,=1.0 lies

on a fairly constant line across the range of extraction rates tested. on the

other hand figure 4.29 shows the same effect on the phase-distribution ratio

between DÆi=0.206 and D'1D,=1.¡ until W.AM,=6.5 where the effect becomes
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neglígibie and the ratio approaches unity. Similar effects are also noticeable

between figures 4.26 and 4.30 for Jo,=2.7 m/s and Jrr=0.0095 m/s. These

t¡ends are consistent with those mentioned earlier in this section.

4.4 Presentation of the Pressure-Drop Data

4.4.1 Single-Phase Flow

Single-phase liquid pressure-drop data we¡e obtained for both test

sections with the test conditions described in section 4.1. The operating

conditions and pressure drop data are given in appendix A.

For both test sections, the single-phase pressure drop data were reduced

to a single-phase momentum correction factor, K*rr, using equation (2.84).

Single-phase loss coeffrcients, K, for the run and K* for the branch were also

calculated using equations (2.35) to (2.37). Using the least-squares method,

the data were well correlated by:

xS = o.ssz

KJ = 0.6¡t - 0.317r¡ ,0.M7\2 ,

0.26711 +0.014r¡2 , lrt,

D.:=02-O6.
Dr

(4.1)

(4.2)



D.
-l=O.5.Dr

144

(4.3)Kp = 4.0'A - 0.201¡ * 0.925\2 - 0.362q3 ,

Kn = O.Ol7 - 0.541¡ * t.357tf - 0.550¡3 ,
D^

4*.*, 
(4.4)

and

Kts = r.032 * 0.063n + 10.003r¡2 - 3.953r¡3 , l=Ot, 
Ø.5)

Ktt = 0.972 - 7.118¡ + 233.679¡f - 4.686r¡3 , 
ln*, 

Ø.6t

where r'¡ is the extraction rate. Equations (4.1) and (4.2) do not appiy at q=0

since K*r, is undefined at this point. Figure 4.32 shows that the agreement

between the present data for K*r, and the empirical data provided by Ballyk

[32] is good especially at high extraction rates. The present data for Krr,

shown in frgure 4.33, also agrees well with the correlations of Reimann et al.

[19] and Collier [2]. As shown in these frgures, the branch-to-inlet diameter

¡atio has a small effect on both K*r, or Krr.

Existing correlations for K* are compared against the present data for

D3/Dr=Q.g and DslDr=0.206 in figures 4.34 and 4.35, respectively. Agreement

for both test sections is good, especially with the correlation of Collier [2] for

DÐr=0.206 where the agreement is excellent. In comparing figures 4.84 and
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4.35, it can be seen that the branch-to-inlet diameter ratio has a marked effect

on Kr., and consequently for single-phase liquid tests, Áp* is greatly increased

when Dr/D, is decreased.

4.4.2 T$o.Phase Flow Results for D.lDr=0.5

For DrlDr=0.5, the two-phase pressure-drop data were obtained under

the conditions outlined in table 4.3. The extrapolated pressure drops Âp, and

ÂP* in addition to the range ofinlet operating conditions are given in appendix

A. Although attempts were made to obtain the pressure drop data for each test

run, accurate values could not always be measured. For example, pressure

drop data were difficult to obtain when the inlet flow rates were very small.

A detailed discussion ofthe problems encountered is given in appendix B.

Figures 4.36 to 4.39 illustrate the effect ofJ., variation at a fixed Jr, on

the pressure drops ÂP, and ÁPrr. At frxed extraction rates, these graphs show

that ÂP* and the absolute value ofÁP* increase with increasing J.,. The most

significant increases in both pressure drops occurred when the inlet flow

regime was annular.
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4.4.3 Tþo-Phase Flow Resulús for D"/D,=0.206

For the test section with D3/Dr=[.!06, the two phase-pressure drop dâta

were obtained under the test conditions given in table 4.4. The range of

operating conditions and the extrapolated pressure drops ÂP, and AP* are

outlined in appendix A. Figures 4.40 to 4.42 illustrate úhe effect of a variable

J., at a ñxed J", on the pressure drops ÁP, and ÁPr.. The trends outlined in

section 4.4.2 for Dr/Dr=0.5 are consistent with those shown for DulDr=9.296.

Fo¡ fixed Wr/W, and JLr, 
^Pls 

and the absolute value for ÂP, increase with

increasing Jor. Although the extraction rate for the annular flow regime did

not exceed 0.1, it is clear that annular flows, for this diameter ratio, create

very large pressure drops for both ÂPr. and the absolute value of ÁPrr.

4.5 Effect of Dianeter Ratio on the Pressure Drop

Figures 4.43 through 4.55 illustrate the effects of the branch-to-inlet

diameter ratio on the pressure drop through tee junctions. In each frgure the

pressure drops, ÂP* and ÂPrr, are plotted against W./IM, at fixed iniet

conditions with variable Dr/D, values. The data for Dr/D,=9.266 and 0.5 were

taken form the present investigation while the data for Dr/Dr=1.O were taken

from Buell [24].
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Part (a) of each figure shows that the effect of the branch-to-inlet

diameter ratio on the pressure drop through the run, ÁPrr, is generally

minimal. Since there were no changes made to the run, it was not expected

that ÁP, would be Featly affected. The largest deviations in ÂP,, between

diameter ratios occurred during the slug flow regime, as shown in figures 4.44,

4.46 and 4.50. However, the pressure-drop measurements for slug flow were

typically difficult to obtain because of the fluctuations in the test-section

pressure that were caused by fast-moving slugs. Consequently, the pressure

drops were usually characterized by some degree of scatter. This may be one

explanation for the difference in ÂP, between the regular and reduced tee

junctions.

Part (b) ofeach figure shows that the branch-to-inlet diameter ratio has

a very large effect on the pressure drop through the branch, Áp,,. The

magnitude of the effect changes for each set of inlet conditions. As shown in

these figures, the effect of going from Dr/Dr=1.Q to D3,/Dr=0.5 (at a ñxed mass

extraction rate) is to increase ÂPrr, and by further reducing the diameter ratio

to Ds/Dr=0.206, a much larger increase in ÂPn occurs.

4.6 Experimentâl Uncertainty

An analysis of the error on both the phase-distribution and pressure-

drop data was performed. The procedure used, identical to that outlined by
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Buell [24], was originally proposed by Kline and McClintock t34l. These

authors described the "error" as the difference between the true and observed

values. Thus, the "uncertainty" is the possible value the error might have. If
a "result", R, is a function of independent variables Vr, V2,....VN, then the

uncertainty interval ôR in the result can be expressed in the form given by

an = 
[fr0r,)' 

. . 
[#'*l]'" , (47)

rvals in the variables Vr, Vr,

(Ë'à'

where õVr, ôV2, ... ,ôVN are the uncertainty inte

...., V.. For the variable V, (i=1,2,...,N), the uncertainty interval ôV, must be

estimated based on certain "odds". Kline and McClintock [34] described these

"odds" as the odds that the experimenter is willing to wager that any given

reading lies within *õV, of the true value. The uncertainty interval in each

variable was calculated to be approximately 20 to 1. since the differentials

given in equation (4.7) were difficult to calculate, the method presented by

Moffat [35] was used to complete the uncertainty analysis. The results of the

uncertainty analysis for both test sections can be found in appendix C.

The experimental uncertainty for both test sections in the variables Jor.

JLl, G1 and x, were found to be within *52o. For Wr/!V, and Fu, the

uncertainty was within +237o. The uncertainty vaiues for WrÆV, were typically

large for small extraction rates. It was found that the steadiness ofthe height

of the gas-Iiquid interface in the branch separation tank was the dominant

factor in the uncertainty in Fu". Uncertainty values for very sma1l Fur,s were
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not recorded since errors tended to be very large. For xnlx, and Fu", the

uncerbainty was found to remain within -r15%. Finally, the uncertainties in

the test section pressure and temperature were found to remain wíthín +L3o/a

and +0.3"C, respectively.

For D.lDr=O.$, it was found that approximately 80Vo of f,he uncertainty

values for Á,P' were within 
=207o and 89Vo of the uncertainty values for ÂP*

were w'ithin t157o. Similarly, for D,,1D,=Q.!Q6, approximately 82Va of the

uncertainty intervals for ÂP, were found to be within t207o and 86Vo of the

uncertainty intervals for ÂP* were within -+75Vo. Uncertainty intervals for

pressure drops less than one pascal were not reported since the errors were

very large.

Appendix C also includes a summary of the repeatability of the

experimental data. A small number of experiments were performed with the

identical operating conditions and geometricai parameters (D3lDr) used by

Buell [24] in order to test if the results were repeatable. As shown in this

appendix, the phase-distribution and pressure-drop results were in fact

repeated with a high degree of success. The largest errors between the test

runs occurred when the slug flow reg'ime was observed. Throughout the

present investigation, several single and two-phase tests were repeated with

both test sections. The values of xr/xr, Fuo and Fu, repeated within *4Zo ofthe

original data. A-11 the pressure-drop data repeated within +102o ofthe original
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data except for the slug-flow data oftest run 10-1 where the repeated ÁP, was

wíthin *22Va of the original test run.

4.7 Comparison Between the Pr.esent Data and Existing Models

4.7.1 Phase Distribution

In this section, the present experimental data are compared against

existing phase-distribution models. The results of these comparisons are

presented in figures 4.56 to 4.62. In these figures, the ordinate is (xrlxr)"*"¡

divided by (xrlxr)u"*"."u and the abscissa is the extraction rate. Tables 4.5 and

4.6 summarize the performance of the various phase-distribution models for

DÐr=0.5 and DrlDr=6.206, respectively. In these tables, the arithmetic mean

and the root-mean-square deviations are shown based on the values obtained

from the predictive capabilities ofthe models. The error, e, was calculated as

,= 
(tJ'r)roor, 

-r.
(xJxr)ypasunzn

The arithmetic mean deviation was then given by

(4.8)

c=
(4.9)

where N is the total number ofdata points and, finally, the root-mean-square

deviation was obtained from

Err
I=l

N'
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Table 4.5
Summary of the Performance of Phase-Distribution Models,

Ds/D1=0 5

Model(r) Interval
Va

Data
Predicted
Correctly

7a

A¡ithmetic
Mean

Deviation
7a

RMS
Deviation

Vo

Number
of Data
Points
Tested

IIWMl t50

r30

x20

100

60

46 z9.5

HWM2 a50

t30

r20

64

43

36 -36.3 47 .2 t4

II\4¡M3 ¿50

t30

x20

50

L7

8 -50.3 53.8 t2
AM r50

=30

=20

100

93

79 L4

HM a50

r30

t20

91

88

88 +9.0 ¿t.o

SM 150

t30

!20

100

7t

7T 14.1 23.6 L4

(1) IIWMI = model by l{wa¡g et â1. II4l, stmtihed and wary flow regimes;IfWM2 = modeì by
Hwâng et al. []41, aD¡ular flow regine; IIWM3 = modeì by Hwaag et al. I1¿1, slug flow
legiEe; AM = model by Azzopardi [22], an¡ula¡ flow regime; HM = model by lIart et aÌ.
[23], stratified, wary aad annular flow regimes and liquid holdup less the; 0.06; SM =
ûodel by Shoham et al. [1?], anaular flow regime.
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Table 4.6
Summary of the Performance of Phase-Distribution Models,

D/D'=0'200

(1) lfWMl = nodel by ÌIwang et al. [14], stratified and wÂvy flow regimes;IIWM2 = modeJ by
Hwang et al.[14], annular flow regime; AM = model by Azzopa¡di I221, annular flow regime;
HM = model by Hart et al.[23], siratified, war.y and annularflow regimes a¡d liquid holdup
less then 0.o6-

Model(t) Interval
7o

Data
Predicted
Correctly

Va

Árithmetic
Mean

Deviation
4o

RMS
Deviation

7o

Number
of Data
Points
Tested

TIW,M1 r50

t30

r20

100

65 12.9 2t.l 34

}IWM2 r50

t30

!20

13

0 -71 .8 82.9 8

AM r50

t30

!20

100

100

100 +5.2 7.6 8

HM r50

r30

r20

96

80

64 -5.5 27.6 25
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(4.10)
RMS =

Hwang et al. [14] Model

The first model tested was the model developed by Hwang et al. [14]. For

separated flow (stratified, wavy, slug or annular) the model reduces to a

balance of centrifugal forces and is given by equations (2.4) to (2.8). The

¡esults of the comparison between this model and the present data for

D"{Dr=0.5 and Dr,lDr=Q.206 are shown in frgures 4.56 and 4.60, respectively.

For stratified and wavy flow the model performs well especially for

D/D,=0.209 wherc 79Va of the data were predicted within -1302¿. Although the

model did not perform as well in the annular and slug flow regimes, the

predictive capabilities of the model seemed to improve with increasing

extraction rate.

Hart et al. [23] Model

The phase distribution model presented by Hart et al. [28] is given in

equations (2.21) through (2.32). This model, known as the Double Stream

Model, was derived from a mechanical energy balance for stratified, waw and

Eri
t=1

N
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annular flows where the liquid hold up values, e", are less than 0.06. In this

analysis, the tee junctions ofboth diameter ratios were assumed to be "sharp-

edged" meaning that the radius of curvature of the junction is equal to zero.

As suggested by Hart et al. [23], if the value ofFu, from equation (2.82) was

Iess than zero then the predicted branch fraction of liquid was set to zero. If
the predícted value ofFu, was greater than unity, it was adjusted to unity.

The comparison between this model and the experimental data for stratifred,

wavy and annular flow for D/D'=O.S and Dr/Dr=0.206 is shown in figures 4.52

and 4.61, respectively. The model performed well with ggVa of the data

predicted within +307o for Dr/D,=0.5 and 80Va of the data predicted within +S0

for D.,/D,=0.206. The times when the model did not predict the data well

coincided with low extraction rates.

Azzopardi [22] Model

Azzopardi [22] presented a geometrically based model for the prediction

ofphase distribution for annular flow. It was found that the best results were

obtained when the entrainment, Er, was calculated using the correlation of

Kataoka and Ishii [36]. This model was given by equation (2.1) with equations

(2.17) to (2.20). However, if the experimental value of Fr. was less than the

calculated value of (Fgc)"¡¡1, then the model of Azzopardi and Freeman-Ben tgl,

equation (2.3), was used to predict xrlx,.
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The results ofthe comparison between this model and the present data for

D/Dt=0.5 and Ds r=0.206 are shown in frg¡res 4.58 and 4.62, respectively.

The performance of the this model is very good. For Dr/Dr=O.g, the model

predicts 93Va of the data within x.B\Va (l00Va within t50Z¿) and for Dr,1D,=ç.266

all of the data are predicted within 
=20Va.

Shohan et al. [17] Model

shoham et a]. [17] presented a phase-distribution model for annular flow

with diameter ratios in the range of 0.5<Dr/D,<1.0 given by equations (2.g) to

(2' 16). The liquid frlm thickness, ô, was obtained using the moder of raitel and

Dukler t371. The modei is flow-regime-dependent and different formulations

were proposed for the stratified and annular flow regimes. shoham et al. [17]

found that for reduced diameter ratios the formulation for the stratified flow

regime did not perform very well. Therefore, in this analysis the model was

only used to examine the present Ds/Dr-0.5, annular flow data.

The simplified approach of assuming that the gas and liquid travel Íìom

the main tube into the branch following almost circular aïcs gave fairly good

predictions ofthe present data, with T rva ptedictedwithin *807¿. Figure 4.59

shows that this model seems to perform better as the mass extraction rate

increases.
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4.7.2 Pressure Drop

Pressure-Drop Models of ÀP,

The pressure drop data for ÂP, collected for both branch-to-inlet diameter

ratios (D¡/Dr=0.5 and 0.206) examined in this investigation were compared

against pressure drop models existing in the available literature. Single-phase

corrections factors, given in equations (4.1) to (4.6), were dependent on branch-

to-inlet diameter ratio and were used accordingly. The various models tested

were as follows:

1. The homogeneous flow model (HFM) given by equation (2.45) where (K*,r)"

is calculated using equations (4.1) and (4.2).

2. The separated flow model (SFM) given by equation (2.43) where (K*,2)s is

calculated using equations (4.1) and (4.2). The void fractions in the inlet and

run, cr1 and o2, are calculated using equation (2.69) and the correlation by

Rouhani [29], Siven by equations (2.59) and (2.60), is used for the slip ratios

S, and S,

3. The model developed by Ballyk et al. [13] (BM) calculates ÂP,, using the

separated flow model, equation (2.43), with (K.,).=1.6. The void fractions c,,

and cr, are calculated using the Rouhani [29] correlation given by equation

(2.6e).

4. The Reimann and Seeger [27] model (RSM) is given by equations (2.55)

through (2.58) where S"r=1.0, the slip ratios S, and S, were found using a
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slightly modified Rouhani correlation given in equations (2.59) and (2.60),

where the (l-xr) term in equation (2.60) was omitted and the value of K,, is

found using equations (4.3) and (4.4).

5. The model of Hwang and Lahey [30] uses equation (2.6b) to calculate Áp,r.

Saba and Lahey [10] and later Hwang and Lahey [30] used the term K* r/2

instead of just K*rr. Therefore, K* r/2 takes the place of K*,, in equations

(4.1) and (4.2). To predict ør, two different procedures were used. Hwang and

Lahey [30] suggested using the Zuber-Findlay [31] modet (HLMl), which is

given in equations Q.67) to (2.69). The other method used was the Rouhani

[29] correlation (HLM2).

Pressure-Drop Models of ÂP.,

1. The homogeneous flow model (HFM) is given in equation (2.52). Saba and

Lahey [10] defined a two-phase loss multiplier, equation (2.53), specifrc to

homogeneous-flow conditions. The single-phase loss multiplier, K,., is defined

by equations (4.5) and (4.6).

2. The separated flow model (SFM) by Saba and Lahey [10] consists of

equations (2.47) to (2.49). The separated-flow two-phase loss multiplier, Qr, is

given in equation (2.50) and K,, in equations (4.5) and (4.6). The void fractions

were found using equation (2.69) where the slip ratios were estimated using

the Rouhani [29] correlation given by equations (2.59) and (2.60).
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3. The Reimann and Seeger [27] model is expressed by equation (2.62) where

the homogeneous two-phase loss multiplier, S", is found in equation (2.63) and

K,r by equations (4.5) and (4.6). Reimann and Seeger [27] suggested a

correction factor, y, as shown in equation (2.64). The correction factors used

with this model were y=1.0 (RSMI) and y=1.84 (RSM2).

4. The model presented by Baltyk et al. [13] (BM) is given in equations (2.20)

to (2.74). The void fractions were found using equation (2.6g) with the slip

ratios estimated using the correlation developed by Rouhani [2g]. The value

for K* was determined using equations (4.5) and (4.6).

5. The model proposed by Hwang and Lahey tgOl (HLM) is given by equation

(2.66) with K,, from equations (4.5) and (4.6). The void fraction, calculated

using equations (2.67) to (2.69), was estimated using the Zuber-Findlay [81]

model.

Tables 4.7 and 4.8 summarize the performance of the various 
^p12 

models

for the branch-to-inlet diameter ratios of 0.5 and 0.206, respectively. These

tables include the arithmetic and root-mean-square deviations as deñned by

equations (4.8) to (4.10). A comparison ofthe tables with figures 4.68 through

4.73 shows that the separated flow model (SFM), Siven by equation (2.4J), has

the best overall predictive capabilities and the lowest deviations for both

diameter ¡atios. This model tends to underpredict slightiy the measured data,

especialiy the slug-flow data (DrlD,=O,5 only). The model by Batlyk et al. [18]
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Table 4.7
Summary of the Performance of 

^Pr2 
Models,

D3/Dr=0'5

(1) HFM = homogeoeous flow model, SFM = separated llorv ¡nodel, BM = BaJlyk et al. t13l
model, RSM = Reimann and Seege¡ [27] model,IILM1 = Hwang and Lahey [80] modeì with
rq câlculated using the Zuber-Fiadlay [31] model, IILM2 = Ilwa¡g and Lahey [30] model
with c\ calculated using the Rouhani [29] cor¡ela¿ior

qa of datâ predicted correctly Deviation Va

Inlet flow regime
Overall Arithmetic

Mean
RMS

Model(1) Interval
4o

sr,w
sr-w

s SA
AD

HFM t50

a30

t20

60

40

40

0

0

0

95

84

74

64

52

48 +56.5 9S.2

S¡M t50

É30

!20

93

40

88

13

0

95

79

68

93

67

45 19.8 30.2

BM a50

r30

!20

20

0

100

75

63

26

16

16

29

19 +63.7 80.1

RSM r50

=30
!20

60

47

27

38

38

25

84

,14

63

o/

+27 .8 57 .5

HLMl
=50
r30

t20

60

40

13

38

13

63

58

53

64

48

31 -35.5 78.0

HLM2 r50

r30

1-20

67

20

50

13

o

63

58

47

62

48

29 .59.5 87.6

Number of Points
Tested 8 19 42
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Table 4.8
Summary of the Performance of ÂP.,, Models,

D3/D,=Q.!QS

7o of data predicted corr.€ctly Deviation 4¿

Inlet flow regime
Overall Arithmetic

Mean
RMS

Model(t) Interval
Vo

sr,w
sú-w

SA
An

HFM a50

a30

=20

53

30

7

92

42

42

64

14 +58.3 96.2

SFM !50

r30

x20

90

50

21

83

58

50

88

52

-3.9

RSM t50

r30

i2o

57

t7

50

50

55

31

2t + 107.3 22L.3

HLMl
=50
r30

=20

T7

10

50

42

40

24

t7 -t28.2 239.3

HLM2 r50

r30

t20

L7

13

7'.7

8

t7

12 .151.5 27 6.7

Number of Points
Tested 30 L2 42

(1) IIFM = homogeneous flow modeì, SFM = separaled lìow model, RSM = Reiman¡ and Seeger
[27] nodel, HLMI = Hwaag and Lahey [30] model with qr calcutated usi.ng the ZuËr-
Findlay [31] oodel, HLM2 = Hwang and Lahey t30l model with sr calo¡lÊted usiûg the
Rouhaûi [29] correlation
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Figure 4.69 Homogeneous flow model (HFM)

for ÂPr,, D/Dr=0.206
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for Dr/Dr=O.$ predicted the least amount of overall data correctly; however, it

gave the best predictions for slug flow. For extraction rates less than 0.2, the

model by Hwang and Lahey [30] tended to greatly underpredict most of the

data, otherwise the predictions \{ere quite good. However, as the branch-to-

inlet diameter ratio decreases, smaller amounts of the total inlet mass flow

rate can usually be extracted through the branch. As a result, smaller

extraction rates were typically examined with DrlD,=0.206 than with

D/DI=0.S. This accounts for the large amount of underprediction by the

Hwang and Lahey [30] model for D./D,=0.206 as seen in table 4.8 and figures

4.71and 4.72. The pressure-drop predictions from the Hwang and Lahey [80]

model were calculated using the two separate correlations to estimate the inlet

void fraction, ar. In figures 4.67 and 4.71, u, was found using the Zuber-

Findlay [31] model while frgures 4.68 and 4.72 include û,r calculated using the

Rouhani [29] correlation. As seen in these figures and in tables 4.7 and 4.8,

when the Zuber-Findlay [31] model was used, as suggested by Hwang and

Lahey [30], the results were slightly better than when using the Rouhani [29]

correlation.

Based on the above discussion the separated flow model (SFM) is recom-

mended for the prediction of ÀP, for both diamete¡ ratios and for all the flow

regimes except slirg flow. For slug flow the model by Ballyk et al. [1S] (BM)

is recommended.
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Comparing table 4.7 with table 4.8 shows that the models seem to predict

the pressure-drop data better for the larger diameter ratio, Ds/Dr=0-5.

However, for Dr/Dr=0.!, no pressure-drop data were obtained in the stratified

flow regime and only a smâIl amount was recorded in the stratified-wavy flow

reg'ime. The magnitude of the pressure drop through the run in these flow

regimes is characteristically low compared with that of other flow regimes

observed in this investigation. Modiflrcations were made to the experimental

âpparatus for D'/D,=0.!Q6, described in detail in chapter 3, that allowed for

these small ÁP, measurements to be easily obtained. The majority of the data

collected with the smaller diameter ratio was at low extraction rates where

values for ÁP, are lower than at high extraction rates. Therefore, the bulk of

data for D/Dr=0.206 included smaller pressure drop values than those

recorded with the larger diameter ratio. Upon reasoning that an over or

underprediction ofjust a few pascals will give a large erro¡ when modelling a

small pressure drop while at the same time give a reasonable prediction of a

large pressure drop, the poorer performance of the pressure-drop models for

the smaller diameter ratio is probably explainable.

Tables 4.9 and 4.10 summarize the performance of the various Ap* models

for the branch-to-inlet diameter ratios 0.5 and 0.206, respectively. These

tables also show the arithmetic mean and the root-mean-square deviations

based on equations (4.8) to (4.10). The results for both diameter ratios are

shown in figures 4.74 through 4.84. For both diameter ratios, the separated
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Table 4.9
Summary of the Performance of ÂP* Models,

Dr/Dt=6.5

Vo of data predicted correctly Deviation Va

Inlet flow regime
Overall A¡ithmetic

Mean
RMS

Model(t) lnterwal
Vø

sr,\ry
sr-\ry

S SA
A.n

HFM
=50
*30

t20

45

20

20

9

q

o

89

79

54

40

40 +6I.2 t27 .2

SI.M r50

=30
t20

85

70

60

64

27

27

84

58

80

56

50 -r9.2 65.9

RSMl t50

t30

!20

30

30

27

18

79

79

58

48

44 +43.2 86.0

RSM2 !50

r30

t20 10

18

0

74

68

at

46

38

16 +15,4 L44.7

BM =50
r30

t20

0

0

0

o

9

0

0

0

0

2

2

0 +2139.5 3099.8

HLM r50

=30
:.2O

47

26

ZL

8

I

79

79

54

50

45 +54.7 108.9

Number of Points
Tested 11 19 50

(1) HIM = homogeneous flow model, SFM = sepa¡ated llow nodel, RSM1 = Reima¡¡ and
Seeæ¡ [27] model with K=1.0, RSM2 = Reiman¡ a¡d Seeger [2?] model ìflith K=l,34, BM
= BalJyk et al, [13] model, HIM = Hwang and l,ahey 130] aodel
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Table 4.10
Summary of the Performance of ÂP* Models,

DB/Dr=0 206

(1) IIFM = homogeneous flow model, SFM = sepâ¡ated flow modeÌ, RSM1 = Reima¡¡ a¡d
Seeger [27] model with K=1.0, RSM2 = Reiûâûû ard Seeger [27]model withK=1.34, HLM
= Hwaag and Lahey [30] model

9a of data predicted con ectly Deviation Vo

Inlet flow regime
Overall RMS

Model(r) Interval
Vo

sr,w
sr-lry

SÄ
An

Mean

HFM å50

È30

t20

63

50

40

83

67

69

54

45 +41.0 1t2.4

SFM +50

È30

!2O

100

87

70

83

58

95

79

60 -2r.5 38.6

RSMT 150

È30

120

60

4'.1

100

83

67

7L

36 +39.4 102.9

RSM2 t50

È30

!20

60

50

40

83

67

o/

57

48 +57.9 116.8

HLM t50

r30

t20

60

50

100

83

67

7L

btt

43 +42.3 104.3

Numbe¡ of Points
Tested 30 L2
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Figure 4.74 Homogeneous flow model (HFM)
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Figure 4.75 Separated flow model (SFM)
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Figure 4.78 Ballyk et al. [13] model (BM)
for ÀP,s, D/D,=0.5
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Figure 4.79 Hwang and Lahey [30] model (HLM)
for APrr, D3lDr=0.5
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flow model (SFM) gives the best overall predictions and the lowest deviations.

However, in the semi-annular and annular flow regimes the models by

Reimann and Seeger t27l (RSMl), Hwang and Lahey t30l (HLM) and the

homogeneous flow model all perform better than the separated flow model.

The model presented by Reimann and Seeger [27] generally performed better

when the correction factor, y, was equal to unity (RSM1) than when y=1.84

(RSM2). The Ballyk et al. [13] model (BM) was not applied to the data of

D/Dr=0.209 since a correlation for the two-phase loss multiplier was not

provided for this diameter ratio.Based on the above discussion, the

homogeneous flow model by Reimann and Seeger t27l (RSMI) is recommended

for the prediction of the present semi-annular and annular Âp* data for both

diameter ratios. For the remaining flow regimes (stratified, stratified-wavy,

wavy and slug) the separated flow model (SFM) is recommended for the

prediction of Á,P,, data for both diameter ratios.

The various pressure-drop models were all a function ofthe gas density.

The inlet, run and branch gas densities were all calculated using the value for

pressure taken at a point in the inlet immediately upstream of the junction.

Although the actual run and branch gas densities are easily calculated when

ÂP* and ÂPr. are known, an iterative procedure to calculate the pressure drops

and gas densities would have to be employed with the predictive models if they

were not known. However, it was found that very little improvement was

made on the predictive capabilities of the various models when using the
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actuai run and branch gas densities. Therefore, the inlet gas density was used

in place of these densities.

4.8 Comparison Between The Present Phase-Distribution Data and

Data Fron Other Sources

Table 2.1 shows that there does not exist a large amount of phase-

separation data for air-water flows through reduced horizontal tee junctions.

Much of the data that does exist was observed at inlet mass fluxes gïeater

than that examined in this investigation. In this section, however, the present

data will be compared against data from other authors where operating

conditions and geometry are similar.

Shoham et al. [18] obtained phase separation data in the stratified and

annular flow regimes. The experiments carried out by Shoham et al. [1g] were

under similar conditions to those of the present investigation for Dr,4Dr=g.5.

The main difference between the two sets ofdata was the test-section pressure:

3.0 bar for the data of Shoham et al. [18] and 1.5 bar for the present study.

Figures 4.85 and 4.86 show the comparison between the two sets of data for

the wavy and annular flow regimes, respectively. For the wavy flow regime,

the comparison is quite good. Although a direct comparison cannot be made

for the annular flow regime since a greater Jo, value in the present
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Figure 4.85 Comparison between the present data and the data
of Shoham et ai. [18] for the stratified-wavy and
wavy flow regimes, D/D,=0.5
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investigation was examined, similar trends are seen to exist between the two

sets of data.

Reimann et al. [19] obtained a large amount of phase-separation and

pressure-drop data including air-water flows through horizontal tee junctions

with branch-to-inlet diameter ratios of 0.52 and 0.2. Unfortunately, the

amount of data available for a comparison with the present study is limited

since Reimann et al. [19] examined much larger values of J,.,. Figure 4.87

shows the comparison between the two sets of data for the wavy flow regime

and Ds/Dr=O.5. In this frgure the system pressure of the Reimann et al. [1g]

data was maintained at 686 kPa while the data of the present study was

observed at a system pressure of 150 kPa. The comparison between the data

shows that in the present study the amount of the gas phase exiting through

the branch is greater than that reported by Reimann et al. [19]. Figure 4.88

shows the comparison for the stratified-wavy and wavy flow regimes for

DJDI=O.2. Both sets of data are at approximately the same system pressure.

Again the comparison shows that there is a stronger tendency for the gas

phase to exit through the branch in the present study. This is possibly due to

the very large difference in J", between the two sets.

Azzopardi et al. [21] obtained phase-separation data in the stratifred, wavy

and annular flow regimes. Figure 4.89 shows the comparison between the

present study for DÆr=0.5 and the Azzopardí et a]. [21] wavy data for
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D/D,=0.62. Similar system pressure (1.5 bar) was used in both sets of data.

The relatively small difference in branch-to-inlet diamete¡ ratio seems to have

little effect on the phase separation and the agreement here is quite good.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions

In the present investigation, phase-dístribution and pressure-drop data

were obtained for air-water flow in reduced horizontal teejunctions where the

main tube was 38.1-mm I.D. and the branch tube was 1g-mm I.D. and ?.g5-

mm I-D. These data extend the earlier results of Buell [24] taken from the

same laboratory with an equal-sided tee junction. Operating conditions given

in tables 4.3 and 4.4 and figures 4.1 and 4.2 for the two test sections cover an

area mostly unexamined untii now, as can be seen from table 2.1. The present

data were compared against existing correlations for phase distribution and

pressure drop. Also, the present phase-distribution data were compared

against data from previous investigations. The following conclusions have been

drawn:

1. The phases do not distribute themselves evenly through the teejunction.

2 Except for J 
"r=2.'¡ 

m./s, as J", was increased at a fixed Jo, there was an

increased preference for the gas phase to exit through the branch. For J"r-2.2

m./s, an increase in J", led to an increase in the preference for the liquid phase

to exit through the branch.

3. For Dr/Dr=0.5, most of the stratiñed, stratified-waly, waly and
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semiannular data show a preference for the gas phase to exit through the

branch. The slug-flow data displayed a strong preference for the gas phase to

exit through the branch and, for W,/w1>0.8, the data feli near the total phase

separation curve. The annular flow data showed large variations in the

distribution of the phases depending on J",.

4. For Dr/D,=0.206, the stratified, stratifred-wary, wavy and semiannular

data showed a preference for the gas phase to exit through the branch at low

extraction rates. In places where larger extraction rates could be obtained, the

data oíten approached and crossed the even-phase-distribution line to show a

preference for the liquid phase to exit through the branch. The small amount

of annular data showed a preference for the liquid phase to exit through the

branch.

5. In the stratified and stratified-wavy flow regimes decreasing D'D, from

1.0 to 0.5 led to an increase in the branch quality. At low extraction ¡ates the

phase distribution data for D'/D,=Q.!Q6 resembled that of Dr/D,=6.5. By

increasing the extraction rate, the data for DrlDr=6.296 approached that of

DÐr=1.0. For the wavy and semiannular flow regimes, branch quality

increased as Dr/D, decreased from 1.0 to 0.5. only small extraction rates could.

be obtained for the D.,1D,=0.206 data and it closely resembled the D,,,ip,=6 5

data. For the slug flow regime, complete phase separation was reached at a

lower extraction rate for Dr r=9.5 than it did with the regular tee junction.

For the annular flow regime, the branch quality slightly increased with
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decreasing DrlD, and little difference was found between the phase distribution

data of D'/D,=O.5 and 0.206.

6. The pressure drops ÂP, and ÂP,, were greatly influenced by J"r, J", and

Wr/Wr. Generally, ÁPr. and the absolute value of Àp* increased as J"r, J", or

WrÆV, increased.

7 . The effect of diameter ratio on ÁP, was generally small. However, the

diameter ratio has a very large effect on ÂPrr. By reducing D,,ID, from 1.0 to

0.5, 
^Prs 

increased and by further reducing D./D, from 0.5 to 0.206 there was

a much larger increase in ÂPrr.

8. The model by Azzopardi [22] for predicting the phase-distribution data

in the annular flow regime gave the best results for both diameter ratios. The

model by Hart et al. [23] also gave good results for the stratified, wavy and

annular flow regimes with 887o of the data for Dr/D,=O.g predicted within

+30Va and 80Va of the data for DslDr=0.206 predicted within ¡-807o. However,

this model was limited to liquid holdups less than 0.06. The model by Hwang

et al. [14] was the only one tested for slug flow regime predictions. It was

found to underpredict the data.

9. For AP,r, the separated flow model (SFM) by Fouda and Rhodes [2g]

gave the best overall predictions for both test sections and all inlet flow

regimes, except slug flow. The model by Ballyk et al. [18] (BM) for slug flow

gave the best predictions for ÂPrr.

10. For 4P13, the separated flow model (SFM) proposed by Saba and Lahey
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[10] gave the best overall predictions for both test sections. However, the

homogeneous flow model (HFM) and the models by Reimann and Seeger [27]

(RSMI) and Hwang and Lahey I30l (HLM) gave slightiy better results in the

annular flow reg'ime.

11. Whenever possible, the present phase separation data compared well

with those from other investigations at similar operating conditions. Despíte

the fact that the amount of existing data for reduced tee junctions is limited,

especially for D*lDr=6.266, consistent trends with other data were frequently

noticed.

5.2 Recorn'nendations for Future Work

Although extensive phase-separation and pressure-distribution data

were collected, the scope of this investigation was narro\ry compared with the

many parameters relevant to two-phase flow in dividing junctions. In order

to further the development of predictive models more experimental data is

needed is areas previously unexamined. The following recommendations for

future work are suggested as a result of observations, inquires and

uncertainties uncovered during the course of the present investigation.

L. A tee junction made ofa transparent material such as perspex would

enable visualization studies at the junction.

2. The present daúa and that of Buell [24] should be extended to include
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mass extraction râtes less than 0.1 in order to locate the maximum xr/x,

values.

3. The present data should be extended to include higher pressures in

order to study the effect of pcr on the phase distribution and pressure d¡op

data.

4. More steam-water data are required.

5. More branch-to-inlet diameter ratio data are needed for various branch

orientations (different from the horizontal), as well as wye junctions.

6. More experimental data are required for industrial-scale junction sizes

in order to demonstrate the validity ofthe present two-phase flow data base.
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Appendix A

PIIASE.DTSTR,IBUTION AND PRESSURE.DROP DATA

The experimental results for all two-phase flow test runs generated in

this investigation are found in tables 4.1 and 4.2 fo¡ branch-to-inlet diameter

ratios of 0.5 and 0.206, respectively. The single-phase pressure-drop data for

D/Dr=0.5 and Ds4Dr=0.206 are given in tables ,{.3 and 4.4, respectively.

Finally, tables 4.5 and 4.6 give a listing of the mass flow rates of gas and

liquid in each of the inlet, run, and branch fo¡ D/D,=0.5 and D3/D,=Q.2Q6,

respectively. These mass flow rates have been corrected for evaporation.

Legend

Test Test number
Jcr Inlet superhcial gas velocity (m/s)
J", Inlet superficial liquid velocity (m/s)
Gr Inlet mâss flux (kg/m'?s)

P1 Inlet pressure (bar absolute)
T1 Temperature at the tee junction inlet ("C)
x, lnlet quality (7,)

W/W, Extrâction rat€
xr/x, Ratio of branch to inlet quality
F"o Fraction of totål gas entering branch
F"" Fraction oftotal liquid entering branch
ÅP, Pressure drop Íìom inlet to run (Pa)

ÁP,. Pressure drop from inlet t¡ branch (Pa)
Error V" Mass balance enor (Va)

Flow Regime :

Inlet Observed inlet flow regime
Run Observed run flow regime
Branch Observed branch flow regime

Vr Inlet liquid velocity for single-phase-flow test runs (m./s)

RÆ InleL Reynolds number for single-phase-flow test tuns



Teet Jcr
m/s

1-1
r-2
1-3
L-4
1-5

Table 4.1
Two-Phase Pressure-Drop and Phase-Distribution Data For Dr/Dr=O.S

2.7 0.0021 6.8
2.7 0 .0022 6.9
2.7 0.0021 6.9
2.7 0.0021 6.9
2.7 0.0021 6.9

JÚ
m/s

2-I 2.6 0.0092
2-2 2.7 0.0092
2-3 2.7 0.0092
2-4 2.7 0.0094

Gr Pr
kg/m2s bar

3-1

3-4

4-l
4-2

4-4

5-1

5-3
5-4
5-5

2.7 0.0387
2.6 0.0387
2.6 0.0387
2.6 0.0388

2.7 0.1806
2.7 0.1805
2.7 0.1800
2.7 0.1796

1.49 18.7 69.0 0.100 I.43 0.14 0.00
1.50 20.0 69.6 0.301 L.42 0.43 0.01
1.51 18.9 69.3 0.498 1.43 0.71 0.02
1.50 19.5 69.4 0.700 1.34 0.93 0.17
1.51 18.4 69.3 0.750 r,32 0.99 0-2L

1.50 20.4 33.5 0.103 2.96 0.30 0.00
1.50 20.5 34.3 0.303 2.22 0.67 0.11
1.50 21.4 33.8 0.501 1.80 0.90 0.30
1.50 20.3 33.7 0.555 1.80 1.00 0.33

1.51 2t.0 10.9 0.103 2.55 0.26 0.08
1.51 20.8 10.8 0.300 1.70 0.51 0.27 55
1.51 20.9 L0.7 0.497 1.80 0.89 0.45 -L2 156
t.52 2L.r 10.7 0.530 1.86 0.98 0.48 -14 t87

1.51 2t.2 2.6 0.100 7.88 0.79 0.08 -119 184
1.50 21.2 2.6 0.298 3.00 0.89 0.28 -129 550
1.50 zt.t 2.6 0.498 1.96 0.98 0.49 _133 1303
1.49 2t.2 2.6 0.660 t.42 0.94 0.65 3207

Tt xr \ryrlWr x/x, F"" F"" Ær, 
^Prgoc 4o pa pa

13.9
13.9
13.9
t4.2

43.4
43.3
43.2
43.4

185.0
184.9
184.1
184.0

4.3 0.0095 17.0
4.4 0.0096 L7 .3
4.4 0.0096 t7.4
4.4 0.0096 L7 .3
4.4 0.0095 t7 .3

1.50 20.6 44.9 0.100 2.21 0.22 0.00 -L2
1.51 r9.8 45.2 0.302 1.62 0.50 0.15
1.51 20.1 45.0 0.501 r.32 0.66 0.3?
t.49 18.6 44.8 0.700 1.18 0.82 0.60
1.51 18.5 45.1 0.844 1.19 1.00 0.72

Errot Va

Air lVater

-3.9 0.9
-2.8 -0.8
-2.4 1.1
-2-8 2.t
-1.3 3.1

-3.2 4.4
-4.2 1.5
-2.6 -0.1
-0.3 -2.7

-3.8 -0.6
-1.9 0.6
-2.t 0.7
-1.8 0.6

-I-2 -0.3
-3.7 -0.1
-0.7 -L.2
-5.7 -1.0

-3.4 2.4
-5.7 2.7
-4.8 2.6
-5.2 3.9
0.2 1.7

Flow Regime
Inlet Run

ST St
St St
St St
SI St
St St

St St
St St
St St
St St

sr-w sr
sr-w st
si-w st
si-w sr

82
166
275
380

SS
SW
SW
SW

sr-w sr
sr-w sr
sr-w sr
sr-w st
sr-w sr

N9
¡.,



Test J' J",
mle m./s

6-1 4.3 0.1806
6-2 4.3 0.1820
6-3 4.3 0.1819
6-4 4.3 0.1811

7-t 10.7 0.0021
7-2 10.6 0.0021
7-3 10.6 0.0021
7-4 10.6 0.0021
7-5 10.5 0.0021

8-1 10.4 0.0095
8-2 10.5 0.0096
8-3 10.4 0.0095
8-4 10.4 0.0094
8.5 10.4 0.0092

Gr Pr
kglnze ba¡

187.9
189.2
189.1
188.3

2t.1,
2t.3
2l.t
21.4
2l.r

28-2
28.2
28.t
27.9
27.9

Table 4.1 (continued)

xr W Vr x/x, F"" Fn" Ær, ÁPr.
Va Pa Pa

4.0 0.103 6.53 0.67 0.08 -95 246
4.0 0.297 3.r2 0.93 0.27 -168 963
4.0 0.504 1.93 0.96 0.48 -243 1276
4.0 0.685 t.45 0.98 0.67

1.50 zL.t
1.50 zL.I
t.49 21.L
1.51 21.1

Tr
oc

9-1 10.5 0.0389 57.6
9-2 10.6 0.0392 57.8
9-3 10.8 0.0409 60.2
9-4 10.8 0.0404 59.7

1.50
1.50
1.50
1.51
1.50

1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.51

10-1 10.8 0.1808 198.7
r0-2 10.8 0.1810 199.8
10-3 10.7 0.1811 199.3
l0-4 10.8 0.1813 200.0

1,4.4 90.1 0.099 1.10 0.11 0.01 -16
16.5 90.1 0.301 0.97 0.29 0.38 -54 t27
16.9 90.0 0.499 0.90 0.45 0.97 -71 4t4
14.3 90.2 0.700 0.95 0.67 1.00 tt47
14.5 89.9 0.905 0.99 0.89 1.00 1840

18.2 66.3 0.099 1.49 0.15 0.00 -29 -29
19.0 66.2 0.299 1.32 0.40 0.11 -83 27t
18.3 ffi.2 0.501 1.10 0.55 0.40 -89 659
L8.2 66.3 0.698 1.04 0.72 0.64 -100 1226
L8.2 67.0 0.900 0.99 0.89 0.91 -98 2012

51 20.t 32.6 0.100 2.74 0.27 0.02 -89 t25 -2.5 -0.9
50 19.9 32.2 0.300 2.30 0.69 0.t2 -160 1195 -1.0 0.0
51 20.6 32.t 0.499 1.83 0.91 0.30 -193 3094 2.7 -0.8
51 20.1 32.4 0.651 1.59 1.03 0.47 -179 3509 3.4 -0.8

1.50 2t.0 9.6 0.101 4.61 0.47 0.06 -2L6 783 -0.6 -1.3
1.50 20.8 9.6 0.295 3.40 1.00 0,22 -329 4188 0.7 -0.6
1.51 21.2 9.5 0.510 1.96 1.00 0.45 5954 0.1 _4.3

1.51 21.2 9.5 0.611 1.63 0.99 0.57 65?3 -0.7 _1.3

Ertor Vo

Air lVater

-3.4 0.0
-3.7 -1.3
-2.7 -2.9
-1.9 -2.2

-1.9 -0.8
-1.0 t.7
-1.9 3.2

0.7 2.4

-1.3 -0.3
-1.6 0.3
-0.7 -0.3
-0.9 1.3
0.5 2.7

Flow Regirne
Inlet Run

SS
SW
SW
S\ry

sr-w sr
st-w sr
sr-w sr
sr-w
sr-w

wsrwsrwsrwsrwsr
www sr-wwsrwsr
SS
SW
SW
SW

t.,
¡9
c¡



Test Jo, J",
rnls m./s

1l-1 t8.2 0.0096
tl-z 18.3 0.0095
11-3 18.2 0.0096
11-4 18.3 0.0095
11-5 18.2 0.0096

r2-r 40.7 0.002r.
L2-2 40.5 0.0021
t2-3 40.1 0.0021
t2-4 40.4 0.0022

G! Pr
kg/mts bar

42.3
42.4
42.4
42.4
42.4

7 5.7
75.2
75.1
75.5

13-1 39.8 0.0095 87.7
l3-2 39.8 0.0096 81.5
13-3 39.8 0.0096 81.5
13-4 40.0 0.0095 81.9

L4-l 40.5 0.0398 112.6
t4-2 39.9 0.0397 111.1
14-3 39.6 0.0397 110.6

l5-1 40.2 0.1808 252.8
l5-2 40.1 0.1806 252.1
r5-3 40.5 0.1805 252.4

1.50 16.9 77.3 0.100
1.50 16.4 77.6 0.297
1.50 16.7 77.5 0.500
1.50 15.9 77.6 0.698
1.50 15.8 77.4 0.903

Tr xroc o/a

Table 4.1 (continued)

lVi/Wr x/xr F"" F"" 
^Pr, ^Prs 

E¡rot Vo Flow Regime
Pa Pa Air Water InIet Run

1.50 14.2 97.2 0.099 0.98 0.10 0.16 -374 176 -0.5 8.9
1.50 14.0 97.2 0.298 0.95 0,28 0.81 -798 3754 -3.6 6.9
1.50 14.0 97.2 0.499 0.97 0.48 1.03 -1004 8263 -0.5 9.8
1.50 t4.2 97.1 0.624 0.98 0.61 1.03 -1031 13616 -0.2 9.1

1.51 t4.3 88.4 0.101
1.50 L5.2 88.2 0.305
1.50 L4.7 88.3 0.504
1.50 L4.6 88.4 0.607

1.50 16.6 64.7 0.100
1.50 t7.t 64.3 0.301
1.50 16.7 64.1 0.480

1.50 15.8 28.6 0.164
1.49 15.6 28.4 0.202
L.48 I5.4 28.6 0.233

1.13 0.11 0.06 -88 4 -1.9 1.6 SA SA
1.11 0.33 0.18 -178 879 -2.3 0.9 SA W
1.05 0.53 0.41 -234 2L42 -t.7 0.2 SA St-W
1.03 0.72 0.63 -256 4044 -1.1 0.6 SA Sr
0.99 0.89 0.95 -242 6415 0.9 3.9 SA Sr

0.88 0.09 0.20 -311 253 0.1 5.0 An SA
0.92 0.28 0.49 -830 3135 1.2 7.2 An W
0.90 0.46 0.8? -1051 8281 1.3 5.9 An W
0.92 0.56 0.98 -1150 13553 1.1 7.4 An W

0.86 0.09 0.13 -374 37t 1.7 0.1
1.07 0.32 0.27 -1067 5120 1.5 0.3
1.08 0.52 0.41 -7322 13819 1.8 1.0

1.91 0.31 0.10 -1688 6104 0.7 -0.1
1.91 0.39 0.13 -1882 9302 t.2 0.0
t.87 0.44 0.15 -1996 13040 0.5 0.2

AnW
AnW
AnW
AnW

An An
An SA
An SA

An An
An An
An An

N]
t\9
o)



Test J"r J",
m/s ¡tr/s

16-1 2.7 0.0021
t6-2 2.7 0.0021
16-3 2.7 0.0021
16-4 2.7 0.0021
16-5 2.7 0.0022

Lz-r 2.7 0.009ã
t7-2 2.7 0.0095
l7-3 2.7 0.0095
17-4 2.7 0.0095
t7-5 2.7 0.0095

18-1 2.7 0.0398
t8-2 2.7 0.0397
18-3 2.7 0.0399
18-4 2.7 0.0397

Table 4.2
Two-Phase Pressure-Drop and Phase-Distribution Data For D@r=0.206

Gr Pr
kg/rnts bar

6.9
6.9
6.9
6,9
7.0

14.2
14.2
14.2
L4.2
14.2

44.4
44.4
44.5
44.3

1.50 18.4 69.5 0.100 1.43 0.14 0.00 _3 10?
1.50 19.1 69.6 0.300 1.43 0.43 0.00 _8 1056
1.50 18.3 69.5 0.495 1.06 0.52 0.43 _9 L7g4
1.50 18.3 69.5 0.700 0.83 0.58 0.9? _10 2048
1.50 18.2 69.1 0.899 0.95 0.85 1.00 _8 3516

1.50 20.6 33.5 0.100 2.98 0.30 0.00 -6 438
1.50 21.4 33.3 0.300 1.69 0.51 0.20 _9 854
1.50 2LL 33.7 0.496 t.27 0.60 0.44 _10 2126
1.49 2r.2 33.3 0.703 0.95 0.67 0.72 _9 2512
1.50 22.0 33.4 0.806 0.99 0.80 0.81 -9 3231

1.50 2t.6 10.7 0.050 3.r8 0.16 0.04 -6 108
1.50 2L.2 10.8 0.100 2.18 o.22 0.09 _7 272
1.50 21.2 10.7 0.300 t.26 0.38 0.29 -11 1090
1.50 2t.2 10.7 0.502 1.07 0.53 0.50 _13 2530

1.50 2L.8 44.4 0.101 2.25 0.23 0.00 _11 7t4
1.50 20.4 44.5 0.305 L.78 0.54 0.11 -17 2758
1.51 20.6 44.6 0.502 L.26 0.63 0.40 _19 42oO
1.50 2r.2 44.8 0.601 1.05 0.63 0.58 _18 4766

ft i: rywl x/x, F"" F"r. *";" ot.

19-1 4.3 0.0095 t?.t
t9-2 4.3 0.0095 L7.t
19-3 4.3 0.0096 t7.2
L9-4 4.3 0.0095 t7.L

20-t 10.8 0.0021 2L.7
20-2 10.8 0.0021 27.7
20-3 10.8 0.0021 27.6
20-4 10.8 0.0022 2r.6

1.51 L5.7 90.1 0.050 1.10 0.06 0.00 _10

1.50 L5.2 90.0 0.100 1.10 0.11 0.01 _29

1.50 16.1 90.2 0.300 0.9? 0.29 0.39 _58

1.50 15.9 90.0 0.345 0.96 0.33 0.46 _61

Error¡ Vø

Air lVater

-0.4 0.4
0.3 3.1
1.1 2.2
0.7 3.3
-1.4 1.6

-1.9 2.6
1.3 2.3
-0.8 1.4
-0.3 -1.2
-0.4 -0.6

-2.0 0.5
-3.0 0.5
-0.7 1.3
1.3 3.0

Flow Regime
Inlet Run

St SI
St St
SI SI
St ST

St St

srw
St St
St St
ST St
ST St

-2.1 2.4

2.4 2.3
1.0 1.9

-3.4 3.3

-4.4 1.1
-3.3 -0.6

256
1150
8716
9656

sr-w sr-w
sr-w sr-w
sr-w sr-w
sr-w sr-w

sr-w w
sr-w w
sr-w sr
st-w sr

sr-w w
st-w w
sr-w sr-w
sr-w sr-w



Test J' J"r G, Pr
m./s nVs kg/mzs bar

zI-L 10.8 0.0095
2l-2 10.8 0.0095
2L-3 10.8 0.0094
2L-4 10.8 0.0094

22-t 10.8 0.0396
22-2 10.8 0.0397
22-3 10.8 0.0398
22-4 10.8 0.0397

23-t 18.3 0.0094
23-2 18.3 0.0094
23-3 18.3 0.0095
23-4 18.3 0.0095

24-1 40.2 0.0020
24-2 40.3 0.0020
24-3 40.0 0.0021
24-4 40.1 0.0021

28.6
28.8
28.7
28.7

58.6
58.7
58.8
58.6

42.t
42.2
42.2
42.3

7 4.8
7 4.5
7 4.8
?4.8

Table 4.2 (continued)

Tr xr rylVr x/xr Fo, F"" LPr" ÁPr" F,r¡or Vooc vo pa pa Âir water
19.5 67.1 0.050 1.49 0.07 0.00 -18 447 -2.8 2.2
19.5 6?.0 0.100 1.49 0.15 0.00 -24 1095 -r.2 2.3
19.3 67.2 0.199 1.42 0.28 0.03 -53 5791 -1.3 3.1
LS.z 67.2 0.272 1.40 0.38 0.05 -70 11915 -4.1 3.7

1.51
1.51
1.51
1.51

25-l 40.0 0.0094 81.9
25-2 40.0 0.0095 81.9
25-3 40.2 0.0095 81.9
25-4 40.1 0.0095 81.9

1,.49 20.6 32.8 0.025 2.57 0.06 0.0r -19 347 -3.0 _0.7

1.50 20.4 32.5 0.050 2.69 0.14 0.01 -28 1831 -2.8 -0.2
1.50 20.6 32.5 0.100 2.77 0.28 0.02 -49 5585 -1.3 0.1
1.50 21.4 32.5 0.133 2.75 0.3? 0.02 -68 10690 -3-4 1.0

1.50 t7.2 77.6 0.051 1.13 0.06 0.03 -54 816 -4.2 4.2
1.50 t7.4 77.7 0.100 1.16 0.t2 0.05 -86 3098 -3.3 4.3
1.50 17.5 77.6 0.150 1.15 0.1? 0.07 -116 8049 -3.9 3.2
1.50 16.5 77.7 0.185 1.16 0.2t 0.08 -t26 10064 -3.1 3.1

1.50 14.7 97.3 0.025 0.94 0.02 0.07 -100 620 0.1 5.1
1.50 15.2 97.3 0.050 0.95 0.05 0.14 -189 318? -5.3 9.4
r.51 14.8 97.2 0.075 0.96 0.07 0.18 -273 7403 -1.0 8.2
1.50 r4.4 97.1 0.096 0.96 0.09 0.22 -333 tt767 1.5 9.9

1.51 15.4 88.5 0.031 0.63 0.02 0.t2 -119 54L 0.5 r.7
1.51 15.6 88.4 0.050 0.75 0.04 0.14 -184 1623 1.6 2.4
1.50 15.6 88.4 0.075 0.81 0.06 0.18 -277 5760 -0.2 2.7
1.50 r5.4 88.4 0.101 0.83 0.08 0.23 -352 10280 0.9 2.8

Flow Regime
Inlet Run

wwwwwwww
wwwwwwww
SA SA
SA SA
SA SA
SA SA

An An
An An
An An
An An

An An
An Än
An An
An An

N]
N]
co
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Table 4.3
Single-Phase Pressure-Drop Data For D3lDì=0.5

Test Vr
m/s

s-1 0.180

s-2 0.180

s-3 0.r81

s-4 0.181

s-5 0.180

s-6 0.181

s-7 0.181

178 6938

178 6919

178 6930

L79 6938

u8 6908

L79 6938

t78 6938

T¡ We/wr ÁP,,
'C Pa

2L.2 0.000 1.0

21.7 0.102 -3.2

2t.L 0.300 -8.5

21.r 0.501 - 11.5

2t.L 0.700 -L2.1

2L.1 0.900 -11.3

zL.t 0.999 -10.8

ÂP* Error
Pa la

0.1 0.6

4.5 0.9

37 -1.5

97 -2.8

L84 -1. ?

285 -0.5

353 -0.1

ÁPr. Error
Pa Va

0.2 0.8

r29 0.8

1105 -L.2

3148 -2.5

5856 -1.9

1030? -0.4

122rr -0.1

Gr Re
kg/m?s

Table 4.4
Single-Phase Pressure-Drop Data For D/D, =0.206

Test Vr
m/s

s-8 0.181

s-9 0.181

s-10 0.181

s-l1 0.181

s-12 0.181

s-13 0.180

s-14 0.181

Gr Re Tr
kg/mzs "C

179 6943 2L.7

178 6931 2L.7

178 6926 2t.7
178 6937 zL_r

1?8 6932 21.7

178 6931 2L,t
L78 6931 2L.1

we,,I[r ÂPu
pa

0.000 0.6

0.102 -3.5

0.300 -8.8

0.500 -Lz.t

0.701 -13.0

0.901 -12.0

0.999 -11.5
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Table 4.5
Two-Phase and Single-Phase Mass Flow Rates at the Tee Junction,

DB/Dr=0.5

Test WLr W",

1-1 E,694 19.32
7-2 a.622 t9.72
1-3 8.700 19.61
74 a.730 19.75
1-5 8.658 19.53

Mass f,ow ratee in kpbr :w", w,, wc, Teetwtl

144.4 13.54 L3.2? 5.t04
116.2 9.014 43.46 9.779
4a.29 1.702 71.36 17.04
84.39 0.000 7s.36 t8.77

671.7 3.8a1 60.?0 15.68
532.6 1.409 208.6 I7.10
366.1 0.264 360.9 19.2?
248.6 0.000 4?9.8 18.50

39.26 23.40 0.066 6.983
34.71 74.42 5.130 t5.54
25.65 9.39? 14.60 21,15
17.29 3.965 23.57 26.
11.80 0.000 27.97 32.t4

681.3 9.161 58.5? 20.96
533.6 1.187 201.8 28.98
362.5 0.254 361.0 29.94
226.5 0.000 499.0 30.72

8.448 68,07 0.090 8.48?
5.460 54.U 3.s06 22.96
0.522 4t.76 8.394 34.93
0.242 25.37 8.634 52.78
0,096 8.902 8.856 69.64

38.81 64.54 0.102 17.32
34.90 45.26 4.356 30.24
23.2a 33.71 75.62 42.25
13.93 20.13 24.55 54.16
4.026 8.606 34.51 68.53

w", wcr wlr w", wrr wo,

159.3 7?.08 155.3 54.00 2.574 2L16
160.7 76.48 \4!.9 23.29 tA.75 62.40
167.8 79.18 115.2 9,198 50.95 72.L0
185.6 79.27 86.95 0.000 77.4? aL66

10-l 737.3 7A.2! 6a4.a 41.31 46.06 36.59
10-2 741.2 18.7L 514.O 0.347 163.1 78.92
10-3 ?40.0 78.11 381.6 0.111 338.9 ?8.08
704 742.6 78.36 309.2 o.OOO 423.a 77.82

11-1 39.29 134.1 37.6? 11A.4 2.244 I5.t8
11-2 38.98 735.2 32.7a 87.55 'r.t64 44.58
11-3 39.19 IU.1 23.12 61.65 16.16 ?0.80
t1-4 38.95 135.0 15.32 36,46 24.3s 9?.13
t1-5 39.35 134.8 3.672 15.96 3?.19 120.0

8.?00 301.9 8.100 271.0 I.380 29.32
8.688 300.0 2.226 204! 7.062 a4.87
8.658 299.6 0.582 153.0 8.928 145.0
8.838 300.9 0.468 116.3 9.t68 184.1

38.96 296.3 33.85 270.9 7.632 26.92
39.50 295.0 22.93 216.0 19.40 a2.46
39.19 295.5 7.470 764.9 34.03 134 5
34.99 297.3 3.672 t34.9 38.2A 166.4

163.0 299.2 142.4 2a7.a 20.67 2s.63
162.9 293.1 720.2 203.4 43.20 s4.07
163.1 291.0 98.01 I45.2 66.49 151.2

4.742 t5.7a 0.030 2.177
8.808 10.52 0.078 8.516
8.658 5.174 0,138 13.94
1.458 0.721 I.458 18.47
?.080 0.000 1.848 19.29

12.64 0.060 5.812
5 .604 4 .t22 13.77
I.351 11.12 17,38
0.000 12.74 19.51

9-2
9-3
94

39.46
33.98
26.53

2-t
2-2
2-3
24

34

8-1
a-2
8-3
8-4
8-s

37.84 L9.O7
37.55 19.59
37.67 19.24
38.56 19.56

168.6 19.37
754.7 79.22
158.9 19.04
158.9 19.12

4-l 139.6 19.79
4-2 739.2 t9.83
4-3 735.? 19.66
44 ?35.6 19.58

5-1 38.53 3I.46
5-2 38.86 31.99
5-3 39.22 s2.O7
6-4 39.32 31.89
5-5 39.10 32.07

6-1 739.9 31.13
6-2 745.5 3L.37
6-3 745.1 31.03
6-4 ?41.8 31.30

I-t 8.604 7a.04
7-2 a.622 78.60
?-3 8.640 78.13
74 8.634 79.15
7-5 8.736 78.03

39.05 ?6.89
39.13 76.?6
39.01 ?6.47
38.48 75.85
ts?.76 76.76

741.1 296.6
7 40.5 294.0
740.0 296.0

730.7
731.9

?30.5

10 1

L2-s
124

I3-2

134

14-L
14-2
14-3

r5-1
t5-2
15-3

s-1

s-3
S4
s-5
s-6
s-7

661.5 205.2 71.22 92.46
642.9 L84.t 95.4? 113.5
629.9 168.1 ltlj 725.3

736,4
662.7
501.4

206.1
69.20
0.000

0.000
74.47
219.5
367.0
5L1.2
659.6
729.6
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Table 4.6
Two-Phase and Single-Phase Mass Flow Rates at the Tee Junction,

D/Dr=0.206

Mase flow ratc-s in kgibr :
Test WLr W., WL: Wo, Wr. Wo" TeÊt WLr Wo, W", Wo, Ìyrr Wo,

16-1 8.?18 19.78 8.748 16.92 0.006 2.83?
!6-2 A.A52 19.80 8.880 11.36 0.024 8.498
16-3 8.670 19.?5 5.136 9.606 3.?20 10.32
16-4 8.682 19.?? 0.3&( 8.525 8.436 I1.38
16-5 8.838 19.77 0.048 2.695 E.934 16.80

17-1 38.86 19.60 39.85 13.32 0.006 5.840
l7-2 38.80 19.49 35.28 9.838 7.686 9.911
17-3 38.?4 79.6a 22.L7 7.672 L7.I2 t7.85
!74 Aa.lA 19.41 10.24 6.356 27. t2.91
17-5 38.82 19.48 7.134 3.883 31.46 15.52

18-1 163.0 t9.45 7s1.1 15.97 6.006 3.097
1A-2 162.7 19.64 149.5 74.75 L4.OO 4.294
18-3 163.3 19.49 118.0 11.98 47.39 ?.3?1
la4 162.4 19.53 86.33 9.410 80.91 10.36

19-1 38.95 31.12 39.87 23.40 0.000 ?.053
19-2 39.13 31.24 3-Þ.41 15.44 4.464 16.95
19-3 39.12 37.53 24.43 12.38 15.58 19.91
19,4 38.79 31.48 17.1? 11.93 22,36 19.85

20-1 8.832 80.38 8.904 73.46 0.018 4.434
20-2 a.940 80.32 8.940 68.89 0.042 8.828
20-3 8.646 ?9.78 5.406 53.12 3.336 23.lE
204 a.8a6 79.96 4.?04 50.81 4.128 26.55

zl-t 38.52 ?9.0I 39.61 ?1.03 0.012 5.902
27-2 3a.97 79.26 39.59 66.32 0.024 11.?3
2t-3 38.76 79.22 3A.76 55.84 1.068 22.35
21-4 38.66 79.25 38.25 45.98 1,866 30.19

22-1 762.3 7A.25 !62.4 70.90 1OO2 5.040
22-2 162.6 78.16 160.8 65.49 I.530 10.58
22-3 163.0 78.32 160.8 55.7t 2.400 2L.62
224 162.5 ?8.08 160.8 46.83 3,396 28.59

23-1 38.61 134.0 39.11 t20.7 7.L22 7.'tO4
23-2 3A.57 134.6 38.45 114,6 1.764 15.59
23-3 38.85 134.5 37.28 L06.O 2.706 2A.52
23-4 38.80 135.0 36.76 L02.0 3.258 28.

24-1 8.316 298.8 8.130 292.3 0.606 6.912
24-2 8.2a6 297.4 7.944 267.3 1.728 L4.2t
24-3 a.496 298.4 ?.638 273.9 7,654 2I.59
24-4 8.790 298.! 7.740 275.0 t.920 27.65

25-1 38.65 297.3 34.72 292.8 4.560 5.838
25-2 39.01 297.4 34.21 297.0 5.622 71.26
25-3 38.90 297.4 32.93 279.0 7.O32 7a.07
25-4 38,86 297.1 31.03 274.9 A316 24.a9

732.0

732.0

738.9
662.7
503.9
34',t .5

205.1
69.20
0.000

0.000
74.4a
219.5
366.2
512.9
659.6
737.2

s-9
s-10
s-11

s-13
s-14
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Appendix B

SAMPLE PROBLEMS IN MEASURED PRESSTIR,E

DISTRIBUTIONS

The pressure drops ÂP' and ÁP* could not be obtained for all test runs.

In this appendix the problems encountered in gathering these data will be

summarized.

The pressure drops could not be obtained for tests l-I to 2-4 since the

pressure gradients, especially through the inlet were too small to be measured

accurately. Similar problems were reported by Buell l24l for the same inlet

conditions.

Figure 8.1 shows the measured pressure distribution for test B-1. The

flow through the inlet and run does not become fully developed. The same

phenomena was observed in test 3-2. It is not understood at this time why

fully developed flow was not achieved in the inlet and run for these two

particular tests. However, it should be noted that Buell [24] also found

problems in obtaining the pressure drop through the run for these inlet

conditions.

Figure 8.2 shows the measured pressure distribution for test 4-4. This

particular phenomenon, where the run does not become fully developed, was

also observed in tests 3-3, 5-2 to 5-5, 10-3 and 10-4. Again, Buell [24]

encountered problems in the slug flow regime for Jor=lt m/s at Wr/Wr==0.31
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and 0.699, where the flow in the run did not become fully developed. Although

these inlet conditions correspond to the present test 10-3 and 10-4, extraction

rates where the problems occurred vary between the two studies.

Figure 8.3 gives the measured pressure distribution for test z-1. Tabre

4.5 indicates that for this test all of the liquid was removed through the run.

Therefore, the branch was dry. similarly for test 5-1 ail of the liquid was

removed through the run and the branch was dry. Tests 7-4 and, ?_5 showed

scatter of the run data. Table 4.5 indicates that most of the liquid was

removed through the branch and therefore the run was dry. In these instances

where a leg ofthe test section was dry, a meniscus may have developed at each

pressure tap. Because of surface tension, a pressure difference would exist

across the meniscus. This pressure difference can be approximated by

(8.1)

where R is the radius of curvature of the meniscus and o is the surface tension

(N/m). From the above equation, ÁP was calculated to be approximately 280

Pa in the branch tube. This estimate was found to be ofthe proper order of

magrritude. As mentioned in chapter 3, for Dr/Dr=0.206 the p essure

distribution through the test section was measured along the top ofthe tubes

where air mainly flowed. It was found that many of the diffrculties in

obtaining the pressure measurements that were encountered when the

pressure distribution was measured Íiom the bottom ofthe tubes, where the

^P=?!.R,
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liquid phase flows, were avoided with this setup.

Finally the pressure drops for test 6-1 (slug flow) were not recorded due

to large fluctuations in the test section pressure. The fluctuations caused by

fast-moving slugs through the test-section made it very difficult to obtain

accurate measurements.
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Appendix C

ESTIMATES OF EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAINTY

The results for the uncertainty analysis for all single- and two-phase test

runs âre found in tables C.l and C.2. A listing of some test runs for DrlDr=l.O

(originally taken by Buell [24]), which were repeated at the onset of the

present investigation in order to test repeatability, is given in table C.3.

Finally, table C.4 shows the repeatability tests of the present experimental

data.
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Test ilcr J", Gr xr
t% q, oh C)

Table C.1
Uncertainty Inte¡vals for Reduced Data,

Dt/Dt=g s

UncertaÍnúy Intcrval:
W"4 , *Jt., F"o

%.hcJ
r-1 3.7
L-2 3.8
1-3 3.7
1.4 3.9
l-5 3.7

s.8

3.9

3.8
3,?

3.9

2.5 2.7 L.4 9.1
2.5 2.7 r,4 ß.2
2.5 2.7 1.4 4.5
2.4 2.A 1.3 4.4
2.4 2.7 1.3 4.4

2.6 2.a 9.2
2.8 2.9 7.!
2.7 2.a 5.0
2.6 2.A 4.6

2.6 2.6 3.6 7.9
2.6 2.6 3.5 5.6
2.6 2.7 3.6 6.1
2.ß 2.6 3.7 4.1

3.1 2.7 2.a 4.t 8.8
3.9 2.7 2.A 4.3 5.1
3.7 2.7 2.A 4.2 6 4
3.8 2.7 2.4 4.7 s.3

1.0 9.8
0.6 5.3
0.5 5.7
0.6 5.r Ir.4
0.7 5.2 9.1

1.1 10.3
1.3 5.4 t7.t
1.5 6.4 10.3
1.5 5_5 I7

Tr 
^Pr, ^P,s%%

o-2
o.2
o.2
0.2
0.2

0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2

FsL P"""
%%

7.2
r.2
t.2
t.2

\.2
t.2
t.2
t.2

3.3

4-l
4-2

4-4

5-r 3.8
5-2 3.8
5-3 3.8
54 3.9
5-5 3.7

2.i 2.ß
2.5 2.6
2.5 2.5
2.6 2.5
2.6 2.6

o.2
o.2 5.9
0.2 21 .9 5.5
0.2 25.6 6.0

0.2 1.2.t 11.5
0.1 23.4 11.7
0.2 63.1 t2.2
o.2 6.1

o.2 36.2
0.2 7.2
o.2 4.5
0.1 3.4
0.2 2.a

o.2 25.6 9.0
0.2 12.0 16.4
0.2 31.3 r1.9
o.2

2.6
2.6

2.5

2-L
2-2

2,5

2.5
2.5

6.6 7.s 22.t 7.2
6.1 5.6 16.3 7.2
5.4 5.4 8.4 1.2
5.3 5.5 8.1 1.2

a.2 5.3 18.? 0.5
13.9 5.2 7.5 0.5
9.7 5.4 6.8 0.5
7.6 5.7 5.9 0.5

6-2
6-3
64

74
7-5

8-1
a-2
8-3
8-4
8-5

9-2
9-3
9-4

3.9 2.7 2.8

3.7 2.7 2.A
3.7 2.7 2.a

3.8 2.5 2.a
3.8 2.5 2.'.1

3.8 2.5 2.A
3,8 2.5 2.9
3.9 2.5 2.9

2.A 1.3 5.5
2.9 1.3 4.8
2,a 1.2 4.7
2.a L.2 4.a
2.a 1.3 4.9

2.6 2.1 3.0 6.8
2.7 2.7 2.9 7.O

2.6 2.7 2.9 5.5
2.6 2.8 2.9 5.7

1.8
2.6

2.0
2.7

9.8 5.1 9.3 1.3
14.2 s.4 9.0 t.2
10.3 5.5 8.9 L2
9.7 5.4 7.2 t_2

L.2
L.2
1.3
r.2
r.2

1.7
2.O

1.6
7.4

2.3 6.1
2.3 5.8
2.3 4.9

2.4 4.5

4.3 7.9
4.3 9.3
4.2 6.1
4.2 5.9

0.4 6.0
0.4 5.4
0.4 4.9
0.4 5.1
0.4 4.7

0.9 5.3
1.5 5.1 18.3
1.8 5.5 5.5
1.6 5.5 5.3
1.3 5.1 5.3

6.8 0.5
s.l 1s.9 0.5
5.4 8.7 0.5
5.4 6.7 0.5
5.3 6.3 0.5

5.3 t.2
5.0 t4.7 L.2
5.1 9.8 r.2
5.3 7.I 7.2
5.3 5.2 1.2

2i.0
6.7 5.3
5.5 3.9

4.7
3.9

L2.a 16.3
4.3 4.8
4.t 3.1
3.9 4.8
4.2 4.2

o.2
0.2
o.2
0.3
0.2

o.2
0.2
o.2
o.2
0,2

3.8
3.8

2.7 6.2
2.4 4.9
2.3 5.0

L.2
L2.8 t.2
9.2 0.5
7.5 0.s

0.2 8.? 10.1
o.2 5.2 4.3
0.3 4.2 3.5
o,2 4.2 5.8
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Table C.1 (continued)

Tê6t Jc, J", Gr
%%%

10-1 3.7 2.7 2.9
10-2 3.8 2.7 2.9
10-3 3.8 2.7 2.a
104 3.8 2.7 2.a

Uncertsinty Int€rvâl:

r, lvJW, xJ*, F,o
%%%

4.2 5.9 8.9 6.4
4.2 4.t 11.I 5.4
4.2 6.5 7,8 5.3
4.2 4.3 6.9 5.4

0.8 7.8 3.1 5.2
0.8 6.0 2.A 5.1
0.9 4.7 2.1 5,2
0.8 5.3 3.1 5.2
0.8 5.6 2.a 5.2

0.1 5.4 0,8 5.1
0.1 4.9 0.9 4.8
0.1 4.9 0.8 5.0
0.1 4.7 0.8 5.1

0.5 6.8
0.5 6.3
0.5 4.3
0.5 4.4

4.2 5.0
3.3 4.9
3.0 4.9
2.9 5.0

F," P"," T,
%%

19.3 0.5 0.2
11.0 0.5 0.2
9.8 0.5 0.2
8.1 0.5 0.2

^P,, 
¿.Pls

13.9 5.5
9.9 4.5

49
10.0

5,',7 4.t

3.8 4.3
4.3 4.2

8.7 2t.7

3,8 2.A
4.2 3.6

8.6 0.5 0.2 L6.7 22.6
6.2 0.5 0.2 5.9 7.1
5.9 0.5 0.1 4.r 2.5
5.4 0.5 0.2 3.8 4.6

0.2 22.8 24.7
0.2 8.2 5.0
o.2 ñ.1 5.3

10.? 0.5 0.2 6.5 3.5
9.8 0.5 0.2 6.1 3.7
9.5 0.5 0.2 5.9 2.9

58.85
L6.7 14.2
5.9 4.9
4.5 3.4
4. i- 3.1
5.1 A.2
4.8 2.a

Ir-1 3.8
1r"2 3.8
11-3 3.8
114 3.8
11-5 3.8

L2-r 3.8
r2-2 3.7
!2-3 3.8

t3-1 3.8 2.6 3.2
13-2 3.7 2.6 3.2

134 3.7 2.6 3.3

L4-l 3.7 2.5 2.7
t4-2 3.8 2.5 2.7
14-3 3.8 2.5 2.7

15-1 3.8 2.A 2.9
1-5-2 3.7 2.7 2.7
15-3 3.8 2.7 2.7

s-1
s-2
s-3
s-4
s-5
s-6
s-7

* AP, or ÁPr, < 1 Pa

14.S 0.5 0.3
9.8 0.5 0.2
7.2 0.5 0.2
6.6 0.5 0.2
5,2 0.5 0.2

9.8 0.5 0.2
8.? 0.5 0.2
5.2 0.5 0.2
5.2 0.5 0.2

2.5 2.A

2.6 2.9
2.6 2.9
2.5 2.8

2,9 3.3

1.5 5.2 7.5 5.3
1.5 4.1 5.9 5.2
1.4 4.6 4.6 5.2

3.2 5.1 5.1 5.2
3.2 4.8 4.A 5.3
3.2 5.1 5.1 5.2

t2.1 0.5
8.9 0.5
7.2 0.5
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Teet Jç, J", G, x¡
q,

Table C.2
Uncertainty Intervals for Reduced Data,

D3/Dt=Q'!Q$

Unc€rtsiDty Int€rvsl:
lYy{ , rs/x, Fn"

%%%

16-1 3.8 2.5 2.7 1.5 8.6
7A-2 3.8 2.4 2.7 1.5 5.9
16-3 3.7 2.4 2.6 7.4 s.3
!64 3.8 2.4 2.a L4 5.7
16-5 3.7 2.5 2.6 1.5 5.3

2.7 8.8 1.4
2.8 LL 1.9
2.7 6,1 2.I
2.9 s.5 2.3
2.a 5.1 2.7

3.6 18.9 E.r
3.6 11.3 7.9
3.6 7.2 8.4
3.5 5.9 ?.8

2.4 10.6 0.9
2.3 6.9 t.4
2.3 6.1 L7
2.3 5.4 2.t

3.5 2.6 0.4 77.8 1.3
2.5 2.1 0.4 12.1 0.8
2.5 2.7 0.4 9.8 0.9
2.5 2.7 0.4 7.I 0.8

8.6
5.4
5.3 9.8
5.6 5.2
5.2 5.0

9.8
5.4 7.4
5.1 6.2
5.4 5.8
5.3 5.5

6.8 8.6
5.1 7.7
5.2 6.9
5.4 6.1

5.8 8.8
5.5 6.3
5.4 6,1

5.4 11.1 0.5
5.2 9.8 0.5
5.3 8.6 0.5
5.3 7.! 0.5

T, 
^PÌ, 

ÁP,s
'c%qþ
0.2 13.4 4.5
0.2 5.o 4.3
o.2 6.7 8.6
0.3 6.6 7.A
0.2 5.8 5.6

o.2 1.7
0.2 5.I
0.2 4.6
o.2 5.3
o.2 4.7

0.2 14.9
0.2 L2.3
o.2 7.7
o.2 7.6

o.2 9.6 L4.7
D.2 9.7 10.5
0.2 8.8 5.8
0.2 10.6 6.9

0.3 38.0 5.0
0.2 tl.I 3.6
0.2 5.1 1.3
o.2 5.2 8.8

0.2 26.3 3.5
0.2 19.2 3.0
o.2 a.2 3.7
0.2 6.5 6.5

0.2 74.8 5.8
o.2 12.2 2.4
0.2 15.3 3.1
0.2 71.2 7 .0

0.2 64.9 11.4
0.2 24.5 3.6
o.2 15.5 3.4
0.2 t2.6 5.2

0.2 52.A 13.1
o.2 21.4 7.5
0.2 13.2 3.8
0.2 15.9 8.9

r.2
1.0
1.1
1.5
1.5

6.9
t7.9
4.5
8.3
26.2

t9.2
t7 .t
3.6

20.4

P"t"
%

0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
o.5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5

F""
%

\7-! 3.8 2.5 2.7
!7-2 3.8 2_6 2.a
17-3 3.9 2.6 2.A
L74 3.7 2.6 2.1
17-5 3.8 2.5 2.7

l8-1 3.8

18-3 3.8
184 3.8

19-1 3.8
19.2 3.8
19.3 3.9
19-4 3.8

20-7 3.7
20-2 3.7
20-3 3.8
204 3.7

2.6 2.A
2.6 2.a
2.6 2.a

2.5 2.'l
2,6 2.a
2.5 2.a
2.5 2.'l

zI-L 3.7 2.6 2.8 1.2 18.1 1.5
21.-2 3.9 2.6 2.9 !.2 7.3 1.3
2r-3 3.8 z.',r 2.a 1.3 6.E 0.9
214 3.8 2.7 2.a I.3 5.9 0.8

2.A 27.4 4.9
2.9 15,7 A.2
2.9 10.4 2.a

0.9 I3.2 3.9
0.9 9.3 3.4
0.8 7.8 3.1
0.8 7.2 2.9

22-L 3.8 2.5 2.7
22-2 3.7 2.s 2.1
22-3 3.8 2.6 2.8

5.4
5.5
5.4

0.5
0.5
0.5

13.3 0.5

5.4 0.5
5.3 0,5
5.4 0.5
5.5 0.5

5.6
5.5
5.4

%-r 3.7 2.6 2.a
23-2 3.9 2.6 2.9
23-3 3.8 2.6 2.8
234 3.9 2.6 2.9

15.3
L1.2
12.1

16.1
15.8
11.3

78.2
72.5

0.5 0.2 29.4 5.0
0.5 0.2 15.9 16.4
0.5 0.2 13.5 5.2
0,5 0.2 14.5 9.7

24-t 3.8 2.7 3.3 0.1 22.t 4.4
24-2 3.8 2.6 3.3 0.1 L4.4 3.8
24-3 3.7 2.7 3.3 0.1 15.4 4.2
244 3.8 2.7 3.4 0.1 8.9 3.9

25-1 3.8 2.7 3.2 0.4 1?.9
25-2 3.7 2.6 3.1 0.5 13.3
25-3 3.7 2.5 3.1 0.4 12.4
254 3.7 2.6 3.1 0.4 7.6

1.0.9

Lr
7.5
6.1

5.4
5.5

5.4

5.3
5.4
5.3

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0,5
0.5
u.ò
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Table C.2 (continued)

Teeú iI", J' c,
%

* ÂP, or APr. < 1 Pa

Uncerteinty lDúervsl:
W,lW, r,tr, F,.

%%%

I5.7 3.4
6.5 2.8
6.0 2.9
4.8 2.4
5.1 3.2
4.9 3.4

F""xt P"""
%

s-8
s-9
s-10
s-11
s-12
s-13
S.14
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Table C.3
Repeatability of the Experimental Data for DrlDr=l.0

T6st€r J",
m./a

Jo, wJw, Fo F,, x/xr ÀP',
Pe

ÀP'"
Po

Buell [24]

Present

0.0094

0_oo96

4.5

4.6

0.505

0.506

0.51

o.52

0.50

0.51

1.01

1.01

Buell [24]

Present

0.0092

0.0093

10.9

IO.'l

0.309

0.310

0,30

o.29

0.34

0.34

0.96

0.95 -68

-14

.10.4

Bùell [94]

Present

0.0398

0.0405

11.0

107

0.300

o.soo

0,44

0.43

0.23

0,24

.46

.43

.136

.130

4

2

Buell [24]

Present

0.1?96

0.1802

10.9

10,7

0,102

0,r02

0.17

0.14

0.10

0.10 -96 49

Buell [24]

Prese¡ìt

0.1793

o 1a24

11.0

10.a

0.490

0.491

0.94

1.03

0.44

0.43

r.92

2.09 355
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Table C.4
Repeatability of the Present Experimental Data

Test
Originel

(o)

Rapeat
(R)

J"' Jo' rv/w, F"" F"" f¡'
Pa

ÁP'"
Pa

s-4 o

R

0.1807

0.1804

0.0

0.0

0.501

0.500

-11.5

-ro.7

r00

99

s-9 o

R

0.1805

0.r807

0.0

0.0

0.102

0.102 r22

4-3 o

R

0.1800

0.1807

2.1

2.4

0.498

0.506

0.98

0.96

0.49

0.49

1.96

l.E9 -134

1303

1314

9-3 o

R

0.0409

0.0404

10.8

t0.9

0.499

0.502

0.91

0.91

0.30

0.31

1.83

1.80

.193

,186

3094

2417

10-1 o

R

0.1808

0.1801

t0.8

10.8

0.101

0.101

o.47

0.46

0.06

0.06

4.61

4.59

-216

-168

183

a26

t3-2 o

R

0.0096

0.0096

39.8

40.1

0.305

0.302

0.28

0.28

0.49

0.48

0.92

0.92

-830

t6-2 o

R

0.0021

0.002r

2.',|

2.1

0.300

0.300

0.43

0.43

0.00

0.00

43 -8

-1

1056

1038

o

R

0.0096

0.0094

4.3 0.502

0.500

0.63

0.64

0.40

0.39

26

2'.1

-19

-t8

4200

4492

o

R

0.0094

o.o095

18.3

18.3

0.100

0.101

0.12

o.12

0.05

0.05

16

15

-86

-74

3098

3014

o

R

0.002t

o.002t

40.0

40.0

0.075

0.076

0.07

0.07

0.18

0.18

0.96

0.96 -2a3

7 403

7535


